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A Note from Scott Sedam, President, TrueNorth

The beginnings of a serious labor shortage in homebuilding became apparent in the spring of 2012 in Texas markets at the forefront of the housing recovery. As it spread, builders enthusiastically greeted new sales, oblivious to the impact the coming labor shortage would have on their ability to deliver. One company president declared to me in late 2012, “The labor shortage will take care of itself. I am not worried.” During 2013, the shortage spread across much of the country, and that same builder’s purchasing manager told me in early 2016, “We have now reached the crisis stage in our company.” During TrueNorth’s Lean Design & Building workshop at IBS in January, 2013, we asked how many builders were experiencing a labor shortage in at least some trades. Hands shot up from nearly each of the 200 plus participants. At IBS 2014, the president of a recent “Builder of the Year” winning company stated, “The trade shortage cost us nearly four million dollars last year due to delayed schedules and closings.” 2015 saw the problem exacerbate and here we are in 2016 with no relief in sight. The shortage is real and it will get worse before it gets better. The cold hard truth is, this industry and its various constituencies from builders, to manufacturers to associations, have collectively done very little to combat the problem. This article collection spans this four year period with the 2016 articles first in order, but included are some of the older ones. They provide important context and background.

In the first article I wrote on this issue back in 2012, I addressed both politics and perils of the labor shortage, and although there was some hopeful preliminary action on Immigration Reform from a bi-partisan committee in the U.S. Senate, it has become a “third rail” in the House. For purposes of this booklet, I moved that article and the one on the non-resident labor issue to the back. They are important readings, but they are controversial and get into the politics of labor, a touchy area. Meanwhile, there are very specific steps you as a builder can take to immunize your company from the impact of the shortage and I have placed those articles up front now along with the two-article set, “Grace Under Pressure” about an HVAC issue dealing with the daily issues confronted in residential construction.

You will find the “10 Step Labor Shortage Immunization Plan” article of great practical value while navigating this most recent industry storm and emerge on the other side as one of the successful builders. At the beginning of 2014 it was apparent that virtually nothing was being done – proactively or reactively – to stem the labor shortage. The “Trade Development Manifesto” is my lament over that inaction and a challenge to our industry to get off our collective fannies and get to work on solutions. After all of this, I had a revelation that suggested to me where the real heart of the issue lies and the genuine change of thinking required to change our course. You can read and consider that in “The Trade Shortage Epidemic,” but be open to changing some of your long-held beliefs and paradigms. In my most recent article included here, “Finding an answer in your own backyard” we get an idea about how some of that thinking – and doing – might make a real difference.

As I have said in previous article collections, whether you learn something new, confirm a lesson learned long ago, or even strongly disagree with something, distribute these articles to your associates – internal and external – and they are guaranteed to stimulate spirited and productive debate. As always, I encourage your feedback to scott@truen.com, or now and then I am available at our office at 248-446-1275.
AMERICA’S TRADE SHORTAGE: THE FAILURE OF AN INDUSTRY

A MASSIVE PROBLEM, WITH LITTLE EFFORT MADE TO FIND SOLUTIONS
Just over a year ago, at a conference in January 2015, I sat with a local builder and listened over lunch as a leading housing economist revised his 2015 forecast down to “only” 36 percent growth in housing because too many Millennials were holding out. I gave my friend a withering look and he nodded. Later, at a break in the programming, we confirmed what we’d both been thinking: Even if Millennials began buying in droves, there would be nowhere near enough trades to handle 36 percent growth in housing, let alone the economist’s initial—substantially higher—number. No doubt the economist had thoroughly analyzed demand factors, but somehow the supply side had escaped him.

My mind wandered back to a builder meeting in the Mid-Atlantic a few years earlier as the downturn was just beginning to wane. During the meeting, I told the company president that one reason to run a Lean process implementation would be to help reduce the impact of the serious trade shortage that would be part of the economic recovery. He looked at me, shook his head, and said—in front of his operating team—that there would be no trade shortage. It would take care of itself, “as it always does.”

This past January, at the NAHB’s annual International Builders’ Show, I ran into one of that same builder’s VPs. He said that the company, although handling it better than some, is now hindered by the most serious shortage of trade labor this country has ever seen, and he reminded me about the series of articles I wrote before the previous presidential election about the “elephant in the room”: immigration. In those articles, I talked about the inevitable shortage of trades and how it would affect our industry, imploring everyone in home building to get busy and work on the problem at whatever level they could.

As we talked, another builder I’ve known for years happened by and launched into a rant about how in Texas the trade shortage was killing him and every other builder he knew. We held our own little pity party there in the hallway. As far as these builders were concerned, no one was doing anything substantial about the labor problem. When I asked specifically what their own companies had done to help solve the issue, they stammered, at a loss for an answer.

If you recall the pre-Obama days, George W. Bush was practically crucified by members of his own party for trying to float an immigration reform proposal that amounted to something beyond just building huge walls and throwing all the illegals back. The issue pretty much died for five years, then in mid-2013 the fully bipartisan “Gang of Eight,” with some of the biggest names in Congress, developed a meaningful, comprehensive immigration package. We live in a time, however, when anything bipartisan—regardless of whether it has any promise—immediately fires off the sirens of talk radio and cable news, while the cash registers of super-PACs ring out across the land. According to its breathless and frothing opponents, that immigration reform proposal threatened the very foundations of the Republic, although no one has ever determined why.

YOU’LL NEVER LEAVE IOWA ALIVE

How bad was it? One of the best and brightest of the Gang of Eight, a young senator and now presidential candidate, has had to spend time during each presidential debate protesting, in so many words: It wasn’t me! I didn’t do it! The Gang of Eight’s immigration bill wasn’t perfect, and there’s no way to craft something that placates every interest group. But the fact that the Left, the Right, and others undefinable all had problems with the legislation told me it was probably about right and likely the best we could do. Yet the vitriol was so over-the-top that our promising young candidate now feels compelled to rewrite history. Might he garner more votes if he’d just stand up and tell the truth and challenge others about their lack of leadership in this economic debacle? Instead, all we get is chest-thumping and get-tough proclamations that are as meaningless as they are undoable. It’s incredibly ironic that the father of modern conservatism, Ronald Reagan, couldn’t have survived a current primary run. With Reagan’s offer of conditional amnesty to undocumented aliens, let alone the “earned income tax credit” that would redistribute income to the working poor, he’d never have made it out of Iowa alive.

THE LONG WALK TO DEPORTATION

I received some entertaining hate mail because of those columns I wrote four years ago. The general theme was that it’s people like me who are destroying this country—yes, the same country built by and on the backs of immigrants—because we want to implement a workable solution but are totally delusional about the issue.

I’ve spoken with someone in Washington who’s in a good position to know, and he claims that the real number...
of “illegals” is more than double the 11 to 12 million figure that’s usually quoted. But, for argument’s sake, let’s just say that number is 12 million. A little back-of-the-napkin math quickly shows that mass deportation is simply not physically or economically possible.

First, each suspected illegal alien requires due process. This is America, after all, and the presumption of innocence until proven guilty cannot be suspended because you suspect someone of breaking the law. You have to treat someone as a citizen until you prove that they are not one.

So you hire tens of thousands of people and train them so that you can process 10,000 undocumented aliens a week. If you could get each alien identified, arrested, jailed, processed, transported, and deported in 30 days, that would be miraculous. That’s 2,000 individuals per working day, so you have to build facilities to house the at least 50,000 detainees who are in process. At least half of those are women and children, so your facilities have to take that into consideration as well.

A quick Internet search shows that prisons cost $100K per bed to build and $35K annually to house each inmate—your tax dollars at work. To process and deport 500,000 illegals annually would take 24 years to get the job done at a cost of more than a hundred billion dollars. And that’s assuming there are no more who cross the border and that none of them have children.

Does anyone who can do 8th grade math actually believe that would work? In addition, you would absolutely cripple the housing industry, along with hospitality, health care, agriculture, and food services, to name just a few industries that employ these workers—and pay them very little, by the way.

So here we are, eight years past the original George W. Bush immigration reform proposal and nearly three years after the Gang of Eight’s, and things have only gotten worse. I totally agree that we have to control the border, but the solution will have to include a guest-worker program and a path to citizenship, among other initiatives. But check out the candidates’ rhetoric. None of them are talking realistically or intelligently about the issue.

WE HAVE FAILED

This year at the NAHB International Builders’ Show I talked with at least 35 or 40 builders in some depth, and for at least 90 percent of them, the worsening trade shortage was foremost on their minds. Everyone is talking about it now because it’s hurting their profit. I hope that by way of writing a column in the industry for nearly two decades I have earned the right to be honest, so
let’s go there. Any rational assessment of the U.S. home building industry would say simply that we have failed. Our refusal to face and address the trade labor shortage in a proactive manner with sufficient scale is a gross oversight at best and at worst, total incompetence. We have gotten exactly what we earned.

If anyone wants to correct me on that and show me evidence of broad industry initiatives attacking this problem, then have at it. I would love to be wrong. There are, indeed, small and local examples of schools, HBAs, and a few builders who have taken this on, yet we are so far from the critical mass needed that it’s almost as if nothing has happened. It does not appear to be a front-page issue for the NAHB. Go to nahb.org, search any variation of “trade shortage,” and you get just a few hits that address the issue, including a 2014 webinar by me, and an economist’s report from 18 months ago.

There are indeed NAHB initiatives underway that are increasing in scale, and I will detail those in a subsequent column. A few BIAs and HBAs have launched campaigns to develop trades using the NAHB trade development toolkit, but only a fraction of what’s needed. Why aren’t all of the 700 doing the same?

Where is the plan from the Leading Builders of America, the group made up of 20 or so of the country’s largest builders? I recently heard of one—but just one—of these builders taking some substantive steps, and I will feature them in a subsequent column along with other builders doing things that are working. But where is the leadership? What if all of these large builders required each of their local operations to work with the BIA/HBA, their local suppliers and trades, and vocational/technical training schools to develop the trade base, with mandated annual goals? And how about the suppliers and manufacturers? Is the leadership there? Yes, there are a few notable efforts on the supplier side, and I’ll communicate those later as well, but as a whole, not much is happening.

**POLITICS AS USUAL**

There are many things going on politically that all of these entities should be jumping up and down screaming about. For example, each time a politician talks about the importance of education and the funding required, then mentions only college-level content, forgoing trade and technical training, all of us should protest loudly and set them straight. Better yet, let’s work proactively so politicians can’t overlook it. Michigan Governor Rick Snyder, who has two Ph.Ds, began emphasizing trade and technical education several years ago and it was so notable it stood out. But for most, it’s a case of out of sight, out of mind, and this issue has been nearly invisible. But let the threat of an adverse ruling on land use, environmental law, or labor law rear its head and you will be deluged by “write your local government representative” emails, petitions, and requests for PAC money. So stop and think: When was the last time you saw the system kick into gear on the issue of the labor shortage?

In the next few columns, I’ll tackle these issues and feature the best examples from those who are truly working to remedy the trade labor situation. Toward that end, if you, your organization, or someone you know has something that’s working, please contact me (soon) at scott@truen.com. We need to tell your story and inspire others. We will also examine the strategy of reducing the need for labor through the application of manufacturing techniques to home building. With no small amount of irony, I relate the words of Bill Pulte from a workshop I attended fully 27 years ago: “This is a revolution that is about this far [holding up his finger and thumb with a tiny space between] from happening … since the end of World War II.” There are great systems out there, but the truth is that if you look at the percentage of U.S. housing today that’s built using manufactured techniques and components, we haven’t progressed much since Pulte made his comment.

Meanwhile, we will also feature a few builders that have no trade shortages at all despite building in markets where the overall labor scarcity is severe. For these rare builders, the shortage has actually become a competitive advantage, as they know most builders don’t have the will to do what it takes to overcome the obstacles. That won’t solve the industry shortage, but it just may help solve yours.

There’s a lot to discuss on this critical issue and a lot to learn. We need your input and really, I even welcome the hate mail. An editor told me years ago that you haven’t made it as a columnist if you don’t generate hate mail now and then—and I am overdue.

Scott Sedam is president of TrueNorth Development. For a PDF of all the articles in the series “Solving the Trade Shortage,” send email to info@truen.com and include “Trade Shortage” in the subject line. Scott welcomes your direct feedback to scott@truen.com or 248.446.1275.
‘BRICK & KICK,’ OPEN THE BORDERS, OR ... ?

CHOICES AND RESPONSIBILITIES IN SOLVING THE TRADE SHORTAGE

By Scott Sedam, Contributing Editor
The late Stephen Covey, author of one of the all-time best-selling business books, *The 7 Habits Of Highly Effective People*, often wrote about “the world of abundance.” In Covey’s view, there's always enough of virtually everything to go around, if we approach it with the right frame of mind. It’s all there, you just have to learn how to find it—or to create it. One thing that never works, though, is to sit back and hope abundance finds you. Whether you’re debating the availability of food, clean water, land, business opportunities, or promotions, Covey taught that the “scarcity mentality”—the zero-sum game where for you to win, someone else must lose—is responsible for many of the world’s woes, from countries to companies, sports teams to schools, and families to individuals.

Today there are several hundred home builders who may vehemently disagree with Covey, especially in regard to the nationwide shortage of trade labor. Their solution? Currently it appears to simply be “pay more and buy the supply over the next guy.” But with most builders facing a significant squeeze on profit margins, that’s not a compelling strategy. Covey’s approach, by comparison, requires a change in our basic beliefs—the hardest change to make, next to changing the beliefs of someone else.

**HEARING BOTH SIDES**

When I started this series in *Professional Builder*, the first article, “America’s Trade Shortage: The Failure of an Industry” (March 2016), cited our industry’s slowness to engage on the issue of the trade labor shortage in a productive, proactive way. I anticipated both a measure of support along with a dose of criticism and even hate mail, and my expectations were fulfilled.

The emails and calls supporting my position and those willing to share their efforts to develop the trade base were both gratifying and enlightening. But it’s important to also give a nod to those who see things differently because, in truth, they are many.

Some of the pretzel logic and circular reasoning coming from the hate mail boggled my mind, and it was tempting to just dismiss it. But recalling the old story about the boy who digs through a huge manure pile each day after school because “with this much crap, there has to be a pony in here somewhere,” I’ll try to translate their key points.

Here are the primary pushbacks. (I’ll leave out the ones claiming the universal answer, “It’s all Obama’s fault!” because everyone already knows that, correct?)

**Mass deportation.** I went so far in the March article as to provide some conservative and simple math showing that mass deportation of undocumented aliens is neither practical nor affordable. Yet this is the first position taken by many. Often citing “rule of law,” mass deportation beyond a massive, impenetrable wall, is non-negotiable. We won’t do the math...
again, but, suffice it to say, the numbers are totally lost on
those who hold fast to this belief. For them, it’s about the kind
of country we want this to be, and anything other than imme-
diate expulsion is a threat to the Republic. The issue is black
and white. They came here illegally, so they all must go—now.
Whatever it takes.

I asked one hardliner who called me directly, how we would
solve the “family problem.” I explained that one of our lead-
ning presidential candidates emphatically stated during the
debates that we can’t break up families—there are literally
millions of families where the father, mother, or both are un-
documented while their offspring, born and raised in the U.S.,
are citizens. My caller had no answer for this “crazy, liberal
notion,” and when I told him that well, no, actually it was
Republican Sen. Ted Cruz who said that, the caller just re-
plied, “I’ll check on that,” clearly unbelieving. So far, no one
has an answer to that issue, but note that considering fami-
lies ups the ante—and the sheer numbers—significantly. You
may argue that the law granting citizenship simply by birth-
right alone should be changed going forward, but that does
nothing to solve the current problem.

I was also accused of supporting a totally open-border poli-
cy. When I protested, the reasoning went like this: If you don’t
think mass deportation is viable, you must be for open bor-
ders. Right. Again, it’s black and white to some. No gray area
or nuances allowed. But in case you’re wondering, I believe
totally open borders would be a disaster. Besides, I just don’t
trust those Canadians. They have a new premier and God only
knows what they might be up to.

Illegals take American jobs. Either by staying on the move or
participating in multi-layers of contracting and subcontracting
that are difficult to track, the reality is there are more than 10
million illegals in the workforce and, according to some folks
who contacted me, they take jobs that should rightfully go to
Americans. Besides construction, illegals do considerable work
in agriculture, food services, hospitality, home services, and se-
nior care, among others. Yet what I hear time and time again
are stories of employers who try to hire “traditional American
workers” (and no, don’t ask me to define that term), in what are
typically lower-paid positions, and have a difficult to impossible
task finding the labor they need. Some say that’s because these
so-called traditional American workers are either unavailable
or unwilling to do this lower-paid work, but I was told it was
due primarily to low wages, even in the skilled trades.

Illegals depress American pay. Several callers and writers
described this with palpable frustration. Men from my gen-
eration recounted a life spent building their trade contracting
companies, yet their children have no interest in the business.
The reason? Lousy pay. These witnesses claim the only thing
that matters to builders today is bid price, and due to illegals
there is always someone willing to do it cheaper and not as
well. But again, across the nation, all I hear is case after case
of substantial increases in labor prices.

Our TrueNorth team members report back on this every
week from our work with builders around the country, and I
can speak from recent personal experience due to a rash of
roof and plumbing leaks at my own home, and the subsequent
desire to “just remodel while we’re at it.” In the past six months
my family has employed drywallers, plumbers, and installers
for skylights, flooring, and HVAC, and they were each paid quite
well. We’d love to have hired a tile layer, but after a months-
long search, we did the project ourselves. Several lost week-
ends and a couple of aching knees later, I’d have paid a king’s
ransom for someone else to do the work. Then I think about a
family member who is an electrical contractor, and let’s just
say most of us would love to trade bank accounts with him.

Brick and kick! I can’t speak to other industries, but there’s
scant evidence that illegals have held back wages in home
building. How about picking tomatoes in the “thumb” area of
Michigan or staffing the summer resorts on Mackinac Island?
Do they hire immigrants, legal or otherwise, because they can
pay them so little, or because traditional American workers
just won’t do the seasonal jobs? Farmers and hoteliers claim
the latter, but who really knows? Regardless, let’s say some-
how the “brick and kick” (brick the big border wall and kick
out all the illegals) gang wins the day and labor rates increase
by 15 to 20 percent, or more. As I’ve written in previous col-
umns, we’re in a period where builder margins are falling de-
spite higher sales because the market won’t support the price
increases required to cover increasing costs in all areas of the
business. A significant rise in labor rates may stop our post-recession housing growth in its tracks.

It’s the government, stupid. The primary arguments here are that the borders are not secure enough and deportation is too slow. If you’re bored, Google search “Deportation under Obama,” and you’ll find articles stating that Obama, with a year to go in his term, has deported 2.5 million illegals; 23 percent more than George W. Bush did in eight years. You can also read about how the current administration has deported more illegals than 19 previous presidents from 1898 to 2000 combined. Then you’ll read that last year saw the lowest rate of deportation in a decade. So pick whatever “facts” suit your agenda.

But … it’s not the employers. I was compelled to ask the “brick and kick” crowd why, amidst all the chest-pounding by candidates over just how big a wall they’d build and how quickly they’d launch mass deportation, not one mentioned going after the employers. I’m not taking a position here, except to note that illegals come here for the jobs and opportunity. If there were no jobs and no money, word would quickly get back to the countries of origin and the flow would slow to a trickle. Would this not be a far less expensive approach than brick and kick? Just sayin’ … But no one bit on my challenge. For those who are dead-set on just culling these workers, I ask you, Why are the employers virtually untouched? I don’t know, but I’m curious. I anxiously await your explanation.

Let’s add on one more big issue, however: We are overly focused on pushing high school kids toward college degrees, when we should also be pushing them—equally or perhaps more—toward trade and technical training. School loans? How about this: Reimburse trade and technical school students 50 percent of the cost of each course passed with a “C” or better, and if they complete the program, reimburse them the other 50 percent. Once you reach age 18, you should have to have “skin in the game” to get any help, presuming you are of able body and mind.

WHO’S RESPONSIBLE?
I recently spent a day with an exceptional management team, setting up their Lean Process implementation. They are No. 1 in their midsize market, build great quality homes, and I was amazed at the detail and amenities they provide at each price point. They are committed, enthusiastic, focused, clearly love the business, and care about customers, suppliers, trades, and one another. In most builder teams there is a resident skeptic or two who holds back, and that’s normal. Yet I couldn’t find one in this group, despite my provocations. Was there any deficiency at all in this team? It didn’t turn up until late in the day. I asked them—given their position as market leader and possessed of such a strong, progressive team—what specific actions they’d taken in the past year to help develop the trade base they are so dependent upon. They looked at one another, then at me, perhaps a bit embarrassed, when finally the CEO said, “In truth, nothing.” I let that sit awhile, then asked if perhaps this was a responsibility they had overlooked.

When considering the roles and responsibilities of management and leadership, responsibility for trade development is crystal clear to me and inarguable. Leaders are charged with building and protecting the assets of their company. Given that trades are a critical asset in short supply, taking the utmost care to protect that asset lies at the top of the business responsibilities list. Could this even be a moral responsibility? Be brutally honest with yourself and your team. What are you doing to build and protect this asset? I’ll suggest that if it isn’t difficult, your efforts aren’t meaningful. What would happen if we reached genuine critical mass with builders stepping up? What if the national builders required each of their several hundred divisions to annually demonstrate their performance on trade development metrics just as they must demonstrate profit, growth, and more traditional asset management? What if the leading regionals and locals did the same?

While you ponder that, I hope most of you are now asking, How? and that will be the focus of the next few columns I write. We’ll report and explore specific examples from the national efforts by the NAHB and its HBI (Homebuilder Institute) arm, local programs from HBA/BIA s, the work of local vocational and technical schools, steps taken by product manufacturers, and progress made by local builders. Are you going to sit around and pray that abundance shows up on your doorstep or are you going to take action to create it?

Meanwhile, I’ll put my money on at least one strong local builder with a committed management team being among those leading the way in the near future. PB

Scott Sedam is president of TrueNorth Development. For a PDF of all the articles in the series “Solving the Trade Shortage,” send email to info@truen.com and include “Trade Shortage” in the subject line. Scott welcomes your direct feedback to scott@truen.com or 248.446.1275.
SOLVING THE TRADE SHORTAGE

By Scott Sedam, Contributing Editor

The scene on this drizzly spring morning in front of DeVos Place, a huge exhibit and event complex in Grand Rapids, Mich., wouldn’t impress the average passerby, yet I am mesmerized. Flowing back up Monroe Street from the entrance, I count 10 school buses, with more queuing up around the corners east and west—at least 15, perhaps 20 buses in all. Each is quickly marshalled up and unloads 30 to 40 students who excitedly line up at the building’s front doors. I watch for about five minutes, and in just this brief time, hundreds of kids disembark. As one bus rounds the corner into the line, another immediately takes its place. I later learn that on this chilly May day, more than 9,000 junior high and high school students will pass through the entrance doors at DeVos Place.

I enter the grand lobby and see tables full of registrations and drawstring backpacks in an array of four colors. The kids quickly find their names and color groups while the impossible-to-miss ushers, who are all volunteers, wave huge “swim noodles” that match each backpack color. Incredibly, despite the cacophony of hundreds of teens simultaneously talking, the students quickly group themselves by vest color. I notice a walkway above the grand entrance hall that affords a better view and find my way upstairs. Looking out across the expanse below, I now notice a few hundred more students grouped at the west end as well that I hadn’t seen when I was downstairs. What a sight!

As I start to wonder how this is all organized, music begins to blast through the loudspeakers and on cue, doors open and the noodle-wavers lead their groups into the exhibit halls. By the time I get back downstairs, almost all of the students are inside, and while I’d hoped for at least somewhat-controlled chaos, what I watch is as close to choreographed ballet as you get with teenagers this side of North Korea. The marquee above proclaims “Welcome: West Michigan CareerQuest 2016!”

In the hall, the four colors the students wear correspond to the colors of four industries, and that shows them where to start. The four industries are: advanced manufacturing, construction, health care, and information technology. Each group gets 30 minutes to spend in each sector, and when the music starts again, they rotate to the next industry. Now, you may presume that with students of this age, construction takes a back seat to the more glamorous health care and IT exhibits, but you’d be wrong. Construction is packed, and the kids are engaged, animated, and having fun.

THE LECTURE-FREE ZONE

No lectures here. This is hands-on stuff and the students are busy. One section proclaims “Become an Electrician!” and kids line up to play a cool game where you have to throw switches and select wires in different combinations to complete a circuit. Each kid I watch smiles broadly when the lights and sound indicate success. For those who want to go deeper, a young man enthusiastically explains a portable power management system, the kind used in emergencies—and yeah, he knows how to relate this to the kids’ world. “What happens if a big storm hits and you’ve got no TV, no computer, and your cell phone runs out of power?”

Passing by a masterfully done framing and drywall exhibit, students use power drills to drive drywall screws through the wallboard into studs, and they love it. Just as many girls as boys take their turn. A guy at the concrete area shows a cool new electronic leveler that shoots signals to receivers around the hall to get elevations exactly right. Also on display is a huge ride-on concrete finisher with a big video screen alongside showing how this machine speeds up finishing time by more than 500 percent. If you think these students would be bored by concrete, you’d be totally wrong.
ZIP AND RATCHET

Next, I’m drawn to a big wooden deck with rails and the continual “zip-and-ratchet” sound of Milwaukee screw guns. Three or four kids at once run deck screws into the planks in less-than-more of a straight line. The guns are stand-up self-feeders, and the bright yellow strips of gold star-bit screws go fast. The kids beam when they get it right, and if you’ve ever done it, you understand. It’s that particular feeling when the screw bites at the right speed, then almost magically pulls itself into the wood and finishes with a high note that says, “Good job!” OK, it’s hard to explain, but you know it when you hear it. For these students, it’s a new experience that puts grins on their faces. I watch four 20-something guys help the kids, explaining the methods and the tools and talking about lumber, screws, building process, and all manner of things that I’m sure the kids’ parents would find hard to believe these students care one whit about.

I see the “old guy” in the bunch, must be 35, and introduce myself. Chris Heyduk is marketing manager for Zeeland Lumber & Supply, the stalwart West Michigan firm that built this exhibit. He describes how Zeeland is a big supporter of MiCareerQuest. “After all,” he says, “Who’s going to install all the materials we sell and deliver to builders?” He points out the other guys from his company who work with the kids. They’re young and casually but sharply dressed with MiCareerQuest shirts and slacks, all smiling, talking, and listening to the students while helping them run a never-ending series of deck screws into the planks. It’s noisy, in a good way. Then Chris makes an interesting point, which I try not to take personally. “See how young our team is here? That’s no accident. The average framer is in his mid- to late 40s. Brickmasons average around 55! The industry is aging at an incredible rate. We want these students to associate construction with young faces, not the old guys.” Looking as serious as I can, I ask, “So you’re saying old guys like me shouldn’t hang around the booth too long?” Chris just smiles in response.

THE PIED PIPER

Now I spot the builder who invited me to this amazing show. John Bitely is president of Sable Homes, the third largest home builder in the Grand Rapids area. A couple of months back, John read one of my laments here in Professional Builder about how the entire industry has dropped the ball on trade development. He called and challenged me to get over to Grand Rapids for this show, just two hours across the state from me, and learn something. John’s attitude was so infectious that I couldn’t say no. I watch John now as he engages with a group of five students. He sports a big smile, looks each of them right in the eye, explains the high-points in the home building exhibit, and leaves them thinking home building may just be a cool profession after all. A big, colorful board stretches along the back of the display showing specific trades at work while pop-outs show how much money, on average, each earns annually in the Grand Rapids area. To these students, it looks like big money.

One kid, I’d guess a high school junior, asks John how much it costs to become a tradesman compared with going to college. John explains that it’s anywhere from nothing—although you get paid less when learning—to some number of thousands to get a specific trade certificate at the local vo-tech or junior college. But it’s certainly a tiny fraction of the $12K to $50K annually it costs for traditional four-year college degrees. John is careful not to denigrate the college degree, but points out that too many kids go off to college with no plan, leave with $50K to $100K of debt, and can’t find the job they hoped for. He compares that to learning a trade, where you make good money right away and have the opportunity to have your own successful, high-paying business by the time you’re 30—with no debt. Now he points out that Grand Rapids was named by Forbes magazine as the No.1 housing market to invest in for 2016 and how much opportunity there is right here, close to home. I look at the kids. Clearly, he has them thinking.

John’s enthusiasm and energy are unflagging as I watch him work multiple groups. The kids all listen. For most of them on this day, they hear about job options to have your own successful, high-paying business by the time you’re 30—with no debt. Whatever they decide, how much better is it that they’ve learned about opportunities in building as well as in health care, manufacturing, and information technology, many of which don’t require a full four-year degree?

Out front of the Zeeland booth I now watch another animated fellow with a group of willing students. When we exchange business cards, I learn that his name is Tom Pueler and that he’s from Fox Brothers, to my knowledge the largest supplier of roofing and siding in Michigan. With four sites covering most of the state, Fox Brothers is a material supplier only, and all of its material is installed by subcontractors who are usually directly hired by the builder. Yet Tom’s job is to spend almost all of his time helping those subcontractors find, develop, and train good workers. How progressive is this? While it’s obvious that suppliers have a vested interest in the quality of independently
AT A RECENT EVENT, I ASKED THE 75 BUILDERS THERE: WHICH OF YOU CAN SHOW ME SOMETHING CONCRETE AND SPECIFIC YOU’VE DONE IN THE PAST TWO YEARS TO DEVELOP TRADES? THE RESPONSE: ZERO.

contracted installers, I’ve never before heard of a supplier directly working with them—unless they’re captive crews. Tom spends a ton of time talking to kids about construction opportunities and how to get qualified. He proudly relates how he brought five female students into the business in recent months. Tom also spends a lot of time talking with high school counselors and reports that they’re beginning to see the folly of the “four-year college or nothing” thinking that’s so prevalent with students, teachers, and especially parents.

John grabs me again saying there is someone I just have to meet. We cross the floor and I’m introduced to Jen Schottke, a tall, striking woman with a presence that says, Things are going to get done. Jen is director of workforce development and external affairs for ABC—Associated Builders and Contractors—Western Michigan. ABC is a pure commercial construction association and John and Jen tell a tale that’s hard to believe. Historically, HBAs and ABC have seen each other as rivals for trade talent. To their knowledge, this is the first time ABC and NAHB chapters have actively worked together on trade development. Jen tells me so much about everyone who came together to make MiCareerQuest (micareerquest.org) happen—more than I can write and more than I can cover in this article—a consortium of committees, companies, trade schools, community colleges, builders, suppliers, trades, and of course, associations. Last year around 6,500 students participated. This year more than 9,000 signed up and, as a bonus, the group with overall responsibility for the event, West Michigan Works, added a “CareerFair 2016” from 4 p.m. to 7 p.m. where job seekers will be able to connect with employers in the four industries represented.

I stayed at MiCareerQuest half a day and marveled at what I witnessed. The energy of everyone involved was contagious, and I didn’t find a single cynic. This year Kalamazoo will hold its first CareerQuest event, with Lansing planning to launch in 2017. When I wrote the first two articles on the growing and crippling nationwide trade shortage (“America’s Trade Shortage: Failure of an Industry,” in the March issue, and “Brick & Kick, Open the Borders or …?” in May) I made an appeal to anyone doing anything special—and effective—in the arena of trade development to contact me in hopes I could feature them in an article. I learned about great work being done in far-flung places, from northeast Nebraska to far southern Arizona and Texas Hill Country to, of course, Grand Rapids. And there are many more out there. As much as I’d love to feature each one in this monthly column, that’s not really practical. The takeaway here is that you don’t need to reinvent the wheel. Help and experience is out there, if you know how to find it. What’s needed is a searchable national clearinghouse where anyone can go to find which associations, builders, schools, and individuals are making things happen. In my view, the only logical place for that to reside is with the NAHB.

THE CHALLENGE … AGAIN

I hate to put any negative spin on MiCareerQuest, but it does highlight issues that must be confronted. At this remarkable event, just one local builder of significance was involved. One. Why not five or 10? There were a fair number of commercial suppliers and contractors, but just a few on the residential side. Why not 15 or 20? There was no one there from NAHB national, the state of Michigan HBA, or anyone from the Detroit side of the state, which is far larger and is also desperately seeking trades. I challenge you: How can this be? At a recent event in Florida, I asked the 75 builders from around the country in my session to show me something concrete and specific they’d done in the past two years to develop trades. There were many good builders in that room, yet the number of hands that went up was zero. Stunning, depressing, mystifying … pick your morose adjective … they’re all appropriate and well-earned.

A builder friend suggested that my assessment in previous articles was a bit harsh. Was I too harsh, really? So let me apologize—for not being harsh enough. And I defy anyone to prove me wrong. Home building sat back and watched its most precious resource dwindle and has done next to nothing about it, save the efforts of a few heroic folks working without much support in the hinterlands. Yet the experience of the folks in Grand Rapids and other places proves there are models that work, models that, if adopted at a level of critical mass, could solve much of our trade shortage—maybe even all of it. We are builders. We are attracted to this industry because it’s hands-on with a physical product people love. We make things happen. We fix things. Isn’t it about time we quit complaining about the nationwide trade shortage and fix it? PB

Scott Sedam is president of TrueNorth Development. For a PDF of the articles in the series “Solving the Trade Shortage,” send email to info@truen.com and include “Trade Shortage” in the subject line. Scott welcomes your direct feedback to scott@truen.com or 248.446.1275.
THE BEST-KEPT SECRET IN SOLVING THE TRADE SHORTAGE

THE HOME BUILDERS INSTITUTE IS DEDICATED TO PROVIDING A PATH TO EMPLOYMENT FOR THOSE WHO NEED ONE—AND IT’S HELPING ALLEVIATE THE LABOR SHORTAGE IN THE PROCESS

By Scott Sedam, Contributing Editor
WHAT IS AN HBI?
For more than a year now my campaign to find concrete examples of how people or groups are attacking the nationwide trade shortage and seeing results has been disappointing, to say the least. But I have discovered some great examples and will feature more of them in future columns.

Media attention about the problem has grown, yet, given the size of the industry, our generally meager efforts are nothing less than an embarrassment. Virtually everyone suffers under the trade shortage. We complain about it, yet few are willing to step up and do anything proactive to address it.

So, when a contact at NAHB directed me to the HBI, my first question was, “What’s an HBI?” (And, it turns out, in a quick, informal poll I did of builders I know, most of them didn’t know either.)

HBI, the Home Builders Institute, is an organization that traces its roots back to the late 1940s. One click on the hbi.org homepage reveals the organization’s mission: “To advance and provide education, career development, training and placement of men and women serving the building industry,” and its vision: “To be the recognized source for career technical education in the building industry.” That sounds like something we should all know about.

The HBI—a 501(c)(3) nonprofit—is a partner with the NAHB but officially independent from it. With 300 total staff members in 42 states, the HBI is having considerable success. I spoke on the phone for an hour with Lynne Harris, VP of corporate communications, and John Courson, HBI’s president and CEO.

SOUP TO NUTS … AND THEN SOME
The first shock to me was learning that the HBI has 8,000 to 9,000 students in its programs at any given time, and that those programs can turn out a certified trade in 120 to 180 days. At that rate, the HBI could process 20,000 to 25,000 students annually. The potential to add 250,000 trades to the base over a 10-year period has huge positive implications for the current trade shortage. That’s an average of 5,000 trades for each of the top 50 U.S. housing markets. The certifications are recognized by the U.S. Department of Labor, and 50 percent or more of the training is done in the field, so graduates have a pretty good idea of real-world jobsite conditions and requirements. At this time, the HBI offers certification in the following important industry areas of need, with more to come:

— Brick masonry
— Building construction technology
— Carpentry
— Electrical wiring
— HVAC
— Landscaping
— Painting
— Plumbing
— Solar installation
— Weatherization

With 12 to 14 students per instructor, there’s little danger of participants getting lost in the system. But perhaps best of all, the HBI places 85 percent or more of its students following program completion. Consider that for a moment. With just four to six months of training, a student can graduate into a high-demand, well-paying position. Compare that to, well, I can’t think of any career track to compare that to, can you?

John Courson adds, “We are the only group on a large scale that takes an interested student all the way through training and places them in a job.” He goes on to describe how the HBI has long focused on underserved 16 to 24 year olds, many coming out of the military without a marketable skill, some who have had past trouble with the law, others even homeless. Now, if that gives you pause, I’ll ask you to pause a bit longer and think it through. My experience with these young people is that given support, a chance, and some training, most respond quickly, appreciate the opportunity, and make great employees. Add to that the societal benefits of getting young people into meaningful work instead of dependency, and the HBI proposition pays off on multiple fronts. The HBI website details a number of its success stories.
WORKING MIRACLES

One such case history that jumped out at me was Dakota Andekin, a former addict who was homeless and totally adrift. He “stumbled into” HBI’s Inland Empire Job Corps, trained as an apprentice plumber, took a job with a local company, then launched his own plumbing business. Now a married homeowner and in a partnership with his brother, their Sewer Ninjas Plumbing firm just launched its second location. No surprise, Dakota is a frequent speaker for HBI Job Corps. Who wouldn’t want to hear that story? But a more important question for the Professional Builder audience, who wouldn’t want to support that story and be a part of it for other aspiring tradesmen and women?

Now try to imagine the reaction of the average builder—or anyone else—to hearing about a guy who is serving his fifth jail sentence for stealing to support a drug habit. Throw away the key, right? Some folks are just beyond rehabilitation. If you’d done that, however, you wouldn’t have Nate Coleman, who learned about HBI’s Pre-Apprenticeship Certification Program at the Sheridan Correctional Facility north of Chicago. Nate did so well in the program that he was quickly accepted into the regular masonry apprentice school. Fast forward to today and Nate is an instructor who absolutely loves his work training others. Can you imagine the impact his story has on other struggling young men and women? Nate made it, so they can, too.

Army veteran Leonard Thompson was coming off a four-year tour of duty in Iraq; a single parent desperately seeking a new path to support his daughter. Today, he’s a fairly typical success story for HBI’s Veterans Program. Leonard took a variety of HBI courses—including HVAC, electrical, and carpentry—and promptly found good employment as a metal fabricator. He’s now working toward becoming an underwater welder. With the HBI’s help, the future for Leonard and his daughter looks bright. The HBI now has programs on site at various military bases and is planning more. These are just a few examples. Not all are as dramatic as the stories of Dakota, Nate, and Leonard, of course. For many, the HBI simply provides a great alternative and better fit than going to college.

SOLID STUFF

You’ll be impressed by the HBI’s detailed curriculums, including a series to train site superintendents, and will be inspired reading about some of HBI’s instructors. To cite just one example, HBI electrical instructor Josh Torres from the Roswell, N.M., Job Corps Center was recently named “Top Teacher of Character.” It’s noteworthy that HBI recognizes this critical aspect of teaching skills, and it’s a good bet that Josh’s students are getting their electrical knowledge down pat as well.

The HBI makes it clear that—as well as providing job skills—character-building experiences that promote self-esteem and interpersonal skills that enable success in both work and in life are essential. In addition to the Job Corps, which focuses on at-risk youth at more than 70 sites, and the Veterans Program, which helps transition vets to good civilian jobs, the HBI’s Pre-Apprenticeship Certificate Training (PACT) operates at more than 100 sites across the country. HBI students complete significant community-service projects as part of the hands-on training. One example recently completed by HBI students at the Tahlequah, Okla., Job Corps Center is Zoe House, a safe shelter for the area’s homeless. Another is a massive remodeling project of an old greenhouse into a new HBI workshop at the Cypress Creek Center, in Lecanto, Fla., that involved high-risk youth aged 13 to 21. It doesn’t take much research to predict that kids working together and learning building skills in this workshop was great for creating a positive outlook and offering hope for the future. One instructor, Justin Rosato, summed up the project saying, “The students were overwhelmed with joy because of the knowledge they received during this training. It was hands-on, and they fell in love with it.... Miracles were performed and memories created that’ll never be forgotten.”

To support all these programs, the HBI Residential Construction Academy
has spent years developing an extensive and impressive series of residential construction skills standards-based textbooks and teaching aids. This is an ongoing effort with regular contributions from HBI instructors across the U.S.

WHAT ABOUT THE HIGH SCHOOLS?
In John Courson’s President’s Message in the HBI Summer Quarterly (you can sign up for these on the website), he absolutely nailed one of the keys to progress on the trade shortage. While recently attending high school graduations for two of his grandsons, Courson noted, “I was struck at both ceremonies when school administrators gave special recognition to those going on to two- and four-year colleges and universities. I wondered, ‘What about those who are going on to the military or have earned trades credentials or other vocational training?’”

It’s tricky to pinpoint just how and when the tide turned against vocational training in this country, but it’s something against which we have to push back. This year, the HBI is launching its Building Careers Program, a course for grades 9 through 12 that will provide industry-recognized credentials for graduates so they’re ready to work in construction trades. There are about 37,000 public and private high schools in the U.S. What if we could get a little over 10 percent of them to offer this program; let’s call it 4,000. And what if, on average, each school graduated 25 students per year in this program? That would annually provide 100,000 fresh, young workers for the industry. With some effort and the right people onboard, that number could dramatically increase in short order.

We’ve all seen statistics about the aging construction workforce. An immigrant population of younger workers in framing, drywall, concrete, and landscaping to name a few, holds down this average somewhat, but for skilled mechanical trades we often hear about average ages of 55 or older. What’s wrong with this picture? Add to that political trends toward making immigration—legal or otherwise—tougher, and home building is headed for a crisis. The trades aren’t jobs that people typically migrate to in their 30s or 40s after trying something more “white collar.” We have to get young men and women engaged early in their work careers. The HBI now has the tools to enable that at a much higher level.

OVERCOMING THE OBSTACLES
At the end of my phone conversation with Courson, he emphasized that the primary obstacle here is funding. Go back to the HBI’s website and look at its list of supporters—those who provide funding—and you’ll be struck by who’s missing. Most of the money comes via grants from foundations and government entities. Yet the parties that stand to gain the most from the work of the HBI and other organizations that are actively developing trades are manufacturers, suppliers, home builders, and trade contractors themselves, yet few have engaged in the process upstream.

Yes, for individual companies, there is training once a new recruit is hired. But efforts to develop new prospects are meager, at best. I’m at a loss as to how that can be. Perhaps it seems too long-term. Yet Courson insists, “We can train any population in any location in our certified trade programs and be up and running in 90 days.” Add to that the time it takes to train, and if you made the decision on Oct. 1 to launch an HBI program or to support an existing one to a higher level, you could see graduates by May 1.

So here’s my challenge: If the HBI isn’t in your market, get it there. If it is, support its growth. How hard should it be for builders, suppliers, and trades to join with their local HBA/BIA to make this happen? The knowledge and expertise is there, and you’ll soon see a return on any investment you make, as your local supply of quality trades grows. There’s also nothing wrong with helping your community and providing kids with a brighter future. Can you think of any better ROI?

Scott Sedam is president of TrueNorth Development, a consulting and training firm that works with builders to improve product, process, and profits. You can reach Scott at scott@truen.com or 248.446.1275.
oward the end of eighth grade, I was called to the principal’s office after school—not an unusual event for me. As I tried to figure out which prank had caught up with me this time, I entered the office to face the stare of our stern-faced principal, Mr. Smith, who barked, “Sit down, Sedam.” Within a minute, the always smiling industrial-arts teacher, Mr. Hopkins, walked in, followed by ex-college-jock, GTO-driving, heartthrob history teacher, Mr. Derheimer. Smith cut right to the chase: “Sedam, I should disqualify you for any number of reasons, but it seems both Derheimer and Hopkins picked you to receive the gold medal in their courses this year. You’re only allowed one. Your choice.”

Our junior high had a tradition of giving out a “gold medal” for the top student in each class. This was a bad idea back then because, well, is there any group more brutal than adolescent eighth graders? Today, I question a process that produces just a few winners and perhaps 100 times as many losers—a big net loss. Regardless, I was up for two of these and had to choose. Mr. Hopkins, my favorite teacher, taught shop class. Each year the eighth grade classes took on projects to build something to sell and make money for a charity, such as a bookshelf. The typical take was about $75 (in 1966 dollars, worth about $550 today) from the 25 kids in a class, each making their own item from a common plan, then selling it for an average of three bucks, usually to a parent or grandparent. The quality ranged from quite good to virtually unpresentable.

Then fate intervened. For our eighth grade Honor Roll trip, we ventured to Detroit to tour the new Ford Mustang plant, right before the first model came out. It made a big impression and each of us was given a book about Henry Ford’s assembly line for the Model T and other pioneering manufacturing methods. I actually read it and found it fascinating. So much so, that I proposed to Mr. Hopkins a system whereby we sell a far better bookshelf that we could build in quantity with an assembly line, much faster, and with superior quality. This bookshelf folded up with hinges and had movable dowels that fit into predrilled holes across the base, providing 100 options for adjustment. It turned out that students at local Earlham College loved them and we sold more than 100 for an average of $5. That $500 ($3,700 today) blew away every other class, and we were all proud of our work. So for that project, Mr. Hopkins had decided to award me the medal.

What had I done in history class? I guess it was this very involved report on the Battle of Gettysburg that I got carried away with, but in truth, I was much more proud of my shop-class achievement.

The end of the story is that Mr. Derheimer took over the meeting, explaining that since I was “college material” (my mother was a teacher in the system and my father was a college professor), it made sense for me to take the history medal, while one of the guys going the “trade route” (he knew then?) would benefit more from the shop class award. Everyone nodded, so I nodded along and it was thus decided.

Later, at my high school, where exactly 12 of our 103 graduates went to college, I was always vectored away from the shop classes where I wanted to learn how to rebuild an engine, turn wood on a lathe, and weld. Instead, I was steered to Calculus, Spanish IV, and Advanced Physics. Most of that other stuff I’ve picked up over time, but welding … well, I still want to take a welding class.

College Night

Fast forward 25 years and I am attending my first “college night” with my oldest son at our local high school, one where 97 percent of the graduates entered...
college. There were no shop classes at this high school. Just about every college and university of any note was represented—all the Midwestern schools as well as many from the East Coast, South, and even the West. The military branches were there, hoping to attract ROTC candidates for the various schools. I stood next to the principal, a good guy now long-since retired, and observed to him that there was an entire category of schools missing. In response to his puzzled look, I explained that I saw no booths from the various vocational and technical training schools in our area—from HVAC to hairdressing to the two-year health sciences programs. He looked at me, sighed, then explained how he’d fought that battle in the past and lost. The simple fact was that in a school where better than 95 percent of the students go off to college, parents saw vocational-technical training as a distraction from the norm of what they expect from their kids. Hence none of those schools were invited.

This scenario has played out across the country to the point that shop class has virtually disappeared from high schools and middle schools. Presuming they’d even learn of the opportunity, if kids want to take a stab at learning a trade, they must first finish school, or if they’re lucky, they may have a local vo-tech school that’s cooperating with their high school. Plus there’s the parental and societal “four-year-college-or-bust” mentality to overcome. This is decidedly not the case in Canada or most European countries, where obtaining a trade certificate or two-year technical degree is considered an honorable pursuit. Our nationwide attitude to trade education and trades as a career is a huge part of the trade shortage problem we face today.

In my article last month about the Home Builders Institute (see “The Best-Kept Secret in Solving the Trade Shortage,” October 2016), I noted that one of the biggest obstacles was moving the training that HBI offers back into high-school curricula. Researching HBI led me to many hardworking and innovative folks around the country who are having success at the high-school level. One group among many impressive efforts struck me because, in the process, they had cracked the nut on perhaps the greatest hurdle of all: getting builders involved at the local level. If you travel to Colorado Springs, Colo., you’ll quickly see what I mean, including a radical model that solves a third major obstacle: funding for the new curriculum, instructors, and space to conduct the training.

Parents today see vocational/technical training as a distraction from the norm of what they expect from their kids.

Innovation in Colorado Springs

George Hess, president of long-time Colorado Springs builder Vantage Homes, had fretted for years over the declining trade base and the way in which schools were leaving students who may have shown an interest in vo-tech out in the cold. Hess worked on multiple efforts, such as a job fair for women in construction, and served on the board for the Career Building Academy, where they tried to start a separate school focused on trade and technical education. Although that effort was abandoned, he saw young people get excited about something they did in school, for a change. The carrot was that if students did well in other classes such as math or English, they got to go work on a construction site.

Hess found those schools that did teach what was commonly called “Industrial Arts” went beyond what home builders need. His search for basic skills in carpentry and mechanical trades led him to HBI and its curriculum. As I mentioned last month, Hess and his team saw the HBI coursework and were shocked. “We had no idea this existed!” he says. In 2015, after linking up with the Colorado Springs HBA and getting buy-in from HBI, the so-dubbed “Careers in Construction” team went to local school districts with some trepidation, saying they could supply the school with curriculum and some funding for an instructor and equipment, but would the school step up and take the risk? To everyone’s surprise, each school said yes.

It had dawned on the schools that not every kid should go to college—and here was a solution.

Show Me the Money!

The new curriculum was launched first in the Harrison District for at-risk students, but soon the program went mainstream. Hess and his team found private donations for the instructor and got grants for tools. District #49 launched last spring and several more will launch this year, bringing the enrollment above 250. By the end of 2018, Hess expects 12 to 15 high schools to be participating, with enrollment as high as 1,500 to 2,000 students. The team found a few older schools with unused shop facilities, but, like most things, money was an
obstacle. The per-student cost of vo-tech training is higher than more typical high-school classes. Instructors with the required knowledge are more expensive and equipment and space demands are greater. Then, in one of their meetings, out of a long group discussion emerged an idea, one that I’d never heard of or imagined: What if we could get builders to voluntarily add another $25 per house permit to fund the student training? And what if we could get $6 per permit for roofing, electrical, HVAC, etc.? It would be to their own benefit and it would add up fast.

In Colorado Springs, this is now called the “Building Futures Fund,” and today it’s a reality.

And the great news is, the fund is working. Six-figure dollars are coming through and there is the potential to generate $400K to $500K. Meanwhile, other local Colorado Springs builders are involved with the HBA in helping to develop lesson plans for the HBI curriculum, selling the permit fee idea to builders and trades, recruiting students to the program, and doing mentoring. One builder engaged in the process is John Bissett, president of JM Weston Homes, who served as president of the local HBA in 2013. John himself is proud of and quick to point out that despite his mother’s protestations he came right out of high school into auto-body work because he was good at it and wanted to be independent at age 19. Although John eventually earned a college degree, he is adamant that kids need alternatives and that parental and societal norms and expectations must be reset.

Wait-Listing Progress

Marla Novak, director of government affairs for the local HBA, is vocal about the HBA’s commitment to the Careers in Construction process and working with builders and school districts on programs such as matching mentors to get the skills placed where needed. Novak describes how remarkable it is to see so many different elements—sometimes with competing interests—come together to make a dream a reality in Colorado Springs. She relates that “school districts are on the waiting list,” including both public and charter schools. The HBA won’t put schools onboard, however, until it’s confident about funding. Yet today, the single-family permit participation rate in the funding is 84 percent; better than the original goal of 80 percent, and it’s growing. With that level of contribution, the future of the process appears to be secure. The HBA is now working with HBI to make Careers in Construction a “franchiseable process,” eliminating the need for other cities to reinvent the wheel. Meanwhile, the HBA is happy to answer inquiries about the program and what it has learned to date.

I asked John Bissett how to get builders involved at the local level because I’m convinced this is the ultimate driver. When builders finally accept that trade development enables their own success, funding will cease to be an obstacle. “This process isn’t attractive to those looking for overnight change,” Bissett says. “The attitude of the industry, the high schools, and the parents must change. But should you get involved? Absolutely! This is an investment in your business and future. Some things we do just because it’s the right thing, and now is the time to be doing it.”

Shop class is back and it can have a huge impact on the trade shortage. Do the math. Colorado Springs is the 79th largest MSA in the country. Just imagine if the top 100 markets could graduate an average of 500 students per year. An addition of 50,000 annually to the skilled trade pool will make an incredible difference, but these students need your help. You can organize, recruit, mentor, teach, fund … no end of roles are available. The industry needs this training. The industry needs your company. The industry needs you. You can just move on and figure someone else will take care of it, or you can call your local HBA/BIA and offer your help, or maybe the help of your entire company. Meanwhile, I am off to welding class. It’s about time. **PB**

Scott Sedam is President of TrueNorth Development, a consulting and training firm that works with builders to improve product, process, and profits. You can reach Scott at scott@truen.com or 248.446.1275.
You don’t have to be at the mercy of trade shortages. Streamlining your scheduling and operations, and paying quickly can move you to the front of the line.

Last month while traveling through a southern city, a time slot opened up unexpectedly, so I emailed an old client suggesting we meet the following day, catch up, and discuss his 2014 plans. The next morning as I finished my first appointment a text popped up from Rick, the company president, “Can you be here at 11:00? Important field construction meeting!” Evidently there was something he wanted me to see. If I left immediately I could just make it and, besides, the site was close to my next meeting.

I arrived at 10:55 to find Rick speaking to a large group that included everyone from construction, purchasing, and warranty along with the entire management team. He was pretty worked up, telling them how critical it was in their market to become the “Builder of Choice” for the best suppliers and trade contractors. Rick admitted that was something they had not achieved, and the trade shortage had now reached epidemic proportions. He smacked his hand in his fist, proclaiming that their schedule was suffering, costs were rising and, without a change, cash flow would become a serious problem. Just when he was getting really wound up, Rick turned to me and said in front of the crowd of 50 plus, “And now I would like our old friend and consultant Scott Sedam to give us some input on this.”

I was taken aback, thinking Rick did not even know I had arrived. As I walked to the front, my mind raced with thoughts, examples, war stories, what works and what doesn’t work on the subject of trade shortages. I had written multiple articles on various aspects of the problem, including one recently on the industry’s refusal to engage in grass-roots trade development. As Rick shook my hand, he whispered, “About 10 minutes.” What could I tell this eager but frustrated group in 10 minutes that would alleviate a nationwide epidemic?

My strategy was to empower them, to help the superintendents,
construction managers, and purchasing staff believe the trade shortage problem was actually solvable. So I asked a simple question that initially confounds people, “What percentage of the trade base in this market do you use?” I got nothing back but quizzical looks. I asked again to let it sink in. Then after a moment, I asked, “What percentage of your market do you have?” This was a fair-sized builder in a top-10 U.S. market but still, the math came to only about 2 percent. Next question, “So if you build 2 percent of the market, you use what percent of the trade base?” Out of the confusion in the room finally came an understanding of the obvious answer—2 percent.

I then noted that we are in the midst of a nationwide trade shortage, which will get nothing but worse very soon. Industry growth was up 16 percent last year, immigration bills are stalled, and tradesmen who left construction are reluctant to return. I asked one more question, “So if you need 2 percent of the trades in your market, what does that tell you?” Now they were stymied and perhaps you, the reader, are as well. I ask you as I asked my group that day to ponder that question for a moment before we move on, because the implications are both huge and empowering.

To simplify the example, let’s say you, too, build 2 percent of the homes in your market and there are 100 electrical contractors. Let’s say 20 percent of them just cannot cut it, quality-wise. Another 20 percent may not meet your schedule and/or volume. Still another 20 percent price themselves out of consideration. Finally, 20 percent are simply not worth the hassle. That leaves you 20 percent left to consider, 20 electrical contractors who have genuine potential. Consider that if you build only 2 percent of the market, you need only two of the 20 who made the cut. That means there are 10 good electrical contractors for every one you need. That is what the late Stephen Covey called “a world of abundance” even in times like these. The ultimate query thus becomes, can you get one of those 10? Surely, you are good enough to get one? But the real goal is to be so good that all of those 10 want to work with you. Achieve that and you still have options and control, even during a shortage, and I know builders—just a few—who have done it.

CHANGE THE QUESTION

So how do you achieve it? For starters, I refer you back to two articles previously published in Professional Builder magazine: “Managing the Coming Labor Shortage,” October 2012, and “The 10-Step Labor Shortage Immunity Plan,” November 2012. Let’s think a bit about what trades want and note that this applies to your supplier base as well. Most will immediately respond, “More money!” That is not only wrong, it is the very obstacle getting in our way. Your trades do not need more money, they need more profit. That’s not mere semantics. Behaviorally, it’s a genuine paradigm change requiring significant transformation in thinking to get your brains around it. So let’s change the question to one that will set you on an entirely new path. “How do you help your trades become more profitable, so that you become more profitable?” I fully expect that to feel a bit uncomfortable at first, and if you truly believe building is a zero-sum game, then it’s doubtful I or anyone else can help you. You’ve come this far, though, so let’s try an example.

Joe, a Chicago-based electrician, has developed a strong reputation for high quality at a reasonable price, having good people, working and playing well with others, keeping sites clean, and staying on schedule. Joe had worked for years with a strong local builder that sold out to a national. Most of the original employees were gone within a year and the builder hired replacements from near and far. With deep pockets and a strong market, the operation was soon big enough to warrant two construction managers, one North Side and another South Side. Joe quickly realized that working the North and South sides meant two very different things. The product was the same, but the similarity ended there. When the next round of bids came up, Joe told purchasing he would only bid on the North Side projects. He explained that he made money
on the North Side and lost money on the South Side. Take a minute and consider how that could be.

I asked this of the group and, at first, they targeted the usual suspects. The southern projects were farther away? No. There were more options in the south than the north? No, again. Finally, someone hit the big kahuna—schedule. The construction manager in the north was a veritable madman about schedule. Joe’s shop was actually located to the south, but the schedule was so bad down there, he actually traveled more miles per unit on the southern houses, which averaged twice the number of trips to complete. The north ran like clockwork. Jobsites were clean and both HVAC and plumbing were out when Joe’s crews arrived. The light fixtures were always ordered correctly for the northern units as well. The field superintendents were knowledgeable, and they got along with the inspectors, with virtually no yellow tags, red tags, or delayed inspections costing extra days. In the south, it was the opposite. Trades on top of each other; site is a mess; fixtures ordered wrong; and drywallers covering up outlets. There were red tags, yellow tags, and delayed inspections, plus the plumber refused to hook up the pigtails on the hot water heater, necessitating an additional trip.

It got so bad that Joe had to pay a guy to check every southern house to see if it was ready before he sent out a crew. When Joe brought these problems up with the North Side construction manager, the reply was, “That guy and I came from two very different companies with two opposite philosophies. Where I came from, schedule was everything and everyone in the company from sales to purchasing to construction was committed to doing their part to keep it on track. As a result, we got the best trades and the best crews. It’s harder here, for sure, but my guys know it’s job one. My counterpart down south just doesn’t get it. He’s thinking if he could just get his 90-decibel mouth to 100, he’d solve the problem.”

Joe finally agreed to do them all for a 5-percent overall raise, but neither he nor purchasing was happy. A better route would be the builder’s resolution to bring the entire
operation up to the North Side’s standards. How many suppliers and trades would actually agree to work for a lower bid price if they knew they’d make more profit? The trades do better; the builder reduces cost, and the customer gets a better home. Everyone wins.

I have a computer full of examples, and the picture here is one of my favorites. The marked-up plan on page 60 (used by permission) is a house the builder—a very good one—had been constructing for a number of years and believed to be quite well “dialed in.” Starting with a clean sheet on Monday morning, this is how the main floorplan appeared by Wednesday afternoon, after 25 suppliers and trades brought in all of their ideas for improvement during one of our LeanWeek sessions. If you blew the picture up, you would find the number “137” labeled on one idea—the total number of improvements suggested. Some ideas are simple things like missing dimensions that require phone calls to clarify. Another is a conflict in door openings that aggravated customers. Another is a cabinet layout requiring extra filler pieces that could be easily resolved. Still another is a conflict with HVAC duct routing due to the roof-truss layout that caused significant rerouting and compromised efficiency. Still 133 to go … but you get the picture.

If a builder was to resolve all of these issues, how much time, frustration, and money would be saved for everyone? And which builder do the suppliers and trades want to work for? The one who puts out fully detailed site-specific plans with all required specifications, right the first time, ready to build. And here’s a bonus: The trades actually build the same house they bid on. All of this equates to profit.

HOW TO GET THE BEST

We are just getting started, and there are many other opportunities for attracting the best suppliers and trades besides merely paying more. Most obvious, and so often abused, is paying quickly and always on time. You say you pay monthly but often let that slip to 60 days or worse? After working with more than 3,500 suppliers and trades in our LeanWeek sessions, I can guarantee you that any nickel you believe you save on the float is burned up five times over in response time, schedule, and warranty. Do what you have to do to get caught up. Thirty days without fail is barely table stakes in this market. The smart builders pay twice a month or even weekly. One of the best, DSLD Homes, pays twice a week. Each week, your suppliers and trades have to decide where to send their crews and more importantly their best crews. Where will they send them and at what price? To the builder who pays them now, or the one who pays them later? What would you do?

You also need to think hard about what you are willing to pay for. Would you consider accepting a higher bid price for a trade with better, well-trained crews that deliver consistent quality, stay on schedule, and keep the sites clean? If the total cost is lower, why wouldn’t you? How about two framers who bid a project the same, and one has a state worker compensation factor of 0.8 while the other sports a 1.2. You do look at those factors, don’t you? What do they tell you about the trade, other than that the former is safer and pays 50 percent less for insurance than the latter? Should you recognize these trades with your pay scale? You would if you knew the true economic value. What do you care about, bid price or profit? No different than your trades.

I wrote those two articles I cited earlier in 2012 before the trade shortage hit hard. This January, I wrote another one about how the industry is doing virtually nothing about the lack of trade education and development in this country. Despite that, there are very practical steps to take that will improve your trade position significantly. Of course, that all depends on the fact that 95 percent of your competitors will not be thinking at your level. Count on it. PB
Last month, I revealed the proverbial “elephant in the room” for both this year’s elections and the home-building recovery — a growing labor shortage that is spreading to more markets each month (see “Managing the Coming Labor Shortage,” Professional Builder, October 2012, page 38).

The election is over now and no matter who won, despite prognostications both left and right, the republic will survive. I predicted that neither Obama nor Romney would raise the issue because it is a notorious “third rail,” and now you know if I was correct. Besides, most of the public and the media are fixated on the 7.8 percent unemployment rate. How can there be a labor shortage with so many out of work? The notion of a labor crisis with serious consequences for home building (along with hospitality, healthcare, agriculture, and food service) does not yet register.

The only real solution to the problem, as discussed last month, is a guest-worker system, but the odds of seeing that soon enough to help are slim to none. Yet there are very specific, tactical moves available to insulate your company from most of the labor shortage. The goal is build resistance to the threat in three ways:

A. Become as efficient as possible in field construction. Reduce the amount of labor needed to build the house, including in-process rework and warranty.

B. Become as effective as possible in operations. This includes eliminating errors, omissions, glitches, and headaches — all the things that cost your suppliers and trades hidden time in bidding, options, selections, contracts, scopes, POs, VPOs, scheduling, etc.

C. Become the “builder of choice.” You want to be the one that trades would rather work with than anyone else because you do everything in A and B so well. Plus, you always treat suppliers and trades with dignity and respect, and you pay consistently, fairly, and on time.

If you achieve these three goals, no matter how great the shortage, you’ll be immune. Suppliers and trades will take care of you first because it’s in their own best interest. Reaching these goals, however, will not come through proclamations, memos, or exhoring the troops. Einstein said it best: The definition of insanity is doing things the way you have always done them and expecting different results.

So make your choice. Sit around and hope for some government action, keep doing what you have always done and join the bidding war, or take some positive action to head this off. If you resolve to take action and do things differently, here’s a 10-step labor self-immunization plan:

1. Lean the Plans. My colleagues and I at TrueNorth have completed more than 100 Lean process implementations in 30 states, four countries, and two continents, and have learned some important realities. First, the great majority of architects have little or no knowledge of cost and cycle time. Second, engineers may have the knowledge, but they rarely show concern for cost and time. Third, the vast majority of builders do not understand the cost and time implications of inadequate plans and thus will not pay for fully analyzed, fully detailed plans with working drawings. That’s called a perfect storm for waste. The result is that homes take far longer to build than necessary — too much for initial construction, too much for in-process rework, too much for return trips, and too much for warranty. They all contribute to the labor shortage.
As the housing market bounces back, more builders are certain to face a scarcity in qualified contractors and laborers. Here are 10 ways to protect your business from the coming labor shortage.

2 LEAN THE PRODUCT. Each house we have studied in our 100 implementations, no matter the price point or amenity level, can be simplified without negative impact on design, quality, or salability. The choices builders make for components have tremendous implications on both labor and schedule. The plan can be technically right, but the design choices or materials in many cases may be wrong, or just too pricey or too many. Antoine St. Exupery said it best: “Perfection is achieved not when there is nothing more to add, but when there is nothing more to take away.”

Get rid of the extra kings, jacks, cripples, oversized headers and beams, excess can lights, over-extended ducts, unneeded outlets, unused chases, etc. Build that stairway more intelligently and save $500. Get rid of anything the customer will not pay for or does not value. Make the house easier and quicker to build for the trades, and the labor burden goes down.

3 LEAN THE PROCESS. Form a few small groups of your trades and your staff and ask for no-tears answers to this question: How can our company be easier to do business with? Then do it. Really, it is that simple if you provide a safe environment, you are willing to listen, and you respond to their input. As soon as you start throwing “yes, but” or “tried that, didn’t work” at them, the communication stops cold. Even with the best builders, we find significant process issues in the way bidding is done, contracts are specified, options and selections are processed, POs are issued, VPOs are processed, warranty service is assigned, etc. All of these take excess time for the suppliers and trades. Resolve these and they’ll have time to do more important things, like build your houses.

4 LEARN TO SCHEDULE. In a perfect world, we’d go straight to step five, but all six of TrueNorth’s consultants spend the majority of their time with builders, suppliers, and trade contractors in the field. Each reports the art and science of scheduling, with a few notable exceptions, has deteriorated significantly during the housing recession, and the negative impact on the trades is huge. Before you run off and start fixing it (see step six), it is essential to stop here and pay homage to one of the greatest lessons of the late quality guru Dr. Deming: You must stabilize a system before you improve it. Literally hundreds of millions of dollars have been wasted on software automating bad systems in home building due to violation of this simple truth. There is no more powerful moneymaking concept in home building than “even flow” production — if you understand total cost as opposed to mere bid price. So teach your people how to schedule first — on paper — then buy that great new program and make it really cook. The money saved in labor — both your own and your suppliers and trades — will pay for the software 100 times over.
**5 Lean the Schedule.** Presuming you have developed basic scheduling competence, now attack the wasted time and effort. Start with the elimination of wasted or otherwise unnecessary trips to the jobsite, something the builder predominately controls. This multi-billion dollar industry problem is 98 percent buried and rarely appears on any line item, yet the average builder incurs more than 50 unnecessary trips at an average cost of $200 per trip. That’s $10,000 per unit!

If you say they are not charging you for those trips, go back to “Go” and do not collect $200, because you need a remedial lesson in Lean operations. All dollars count and these costs are in their overhead, so one way or another, you pay. If that number still does not sound right, it is most likely low, and we have the data to prove it. After running more than 2,000 suppliers and trades through our Lean process implementations and having them work through our trip cost calculator, the evidence is inarguable. Imagine if you could capture half of that time and money and let your trades keep half—everything gets better, including the house. To continue to look the other way on this issue is wanton disregard of perhaps the biggest single controllable cost factor in home building, which, when controlled, will produce tremendous reduction in labor requirements.

**6 Lean the Suppliers and Trades.** The right number of suppliers and trades is almost always less than you have, and when facing labor shortages, the best strategy is to sole-source trades that will treat you as their number-one builder. This works if and only if you find the right trades with established financial strength, high transparency, and all the other factors of maintaining quality, delivery, schedule, and service.

Recently, we worked with a 100-unit-per-year builder whose previous purchasing manager was in the habit of spreading the business around to five or more framers, mechanicals, finish-trades, lumber companies, etc. The new manager came in from outside the industry, chose the best suppliers and trades, and established sole-source relationships with the great majority. Now he gets much better attention, response time, and cost control. Scheduling is greatly improved. He is a major part of their business, not someone they can push off if they are in a jam.

For the builder, everything is easier to manage with far fewer companies and invoices in their system. With the extra time they save there, they can spend it on any pricing and product issues. But here’s a caution: There are no shortcuts allowed. Start sole-sourcing without due diligence and you are asking for trouble.

**7 Develop the Supplier and Trade Relationships.** A bright, 30-something builder recently said to me with a shrug of his shoulders, “We don’t really treat our trades all that well,” as if it did not matter much. With the looming labor shortage, that’s a prescription for disaster. I have heard from innumerable suppliers and trades during the past five years that when business picks up, they will not forget who treated them fairly and who did not. For many builders, the reckoning will be painful. Now is the time to develop and deepen supplier and trade relationships to the degree that you are without question the builder of choice. All of them have to decide every Monday morning: Where do we send our guys? Who gets first delivery? Whose customers are first in line for warranty service? Ask yourself the tough question: Will it be you? Unless you are 100 percent positive, you have work to do.

“ARE IMMUNIZATIONS PAINFUL? DO FLU SHOTS HURT? SURE, BUT IF YOU ARE SMART, YOU ARE WILLING TO ENDURE SOME UP-FRONT PAIN TO PREVENT DEBILITATING SICKNESS DOWN THE ROAD. THIS IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY TO TURN THE LABOR SHORTAGE INTO JUST ONE MORE COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE.” — SCOTT SEDAM
Let’s say you are highly successful in four or five of these and make some progress in three or four more, what will have happened? First, you will have significantly reduced the need for labor in your product. Remember that even more than the actual labor to build, you are saving the labor and time involved in rework, extra trips, warranty, supervision, inspection, and process failure. All of this combines to increase margins, which leads us to an idea antithetical to most builders: You could pay more for labor in order to make more money.

Would I ever suggest you pay more for labor and receive nothing in return? Of course not. Once again, we are talking about total cost, not bid price, and those are never the same. Would you pay a bit more to be first in line to get more reliable trades, even during a labor shortage? That translates to better homes, happier customers, cleaner sites, shorter cycle times, higher asset turns, and more profit. Your competitor down the road, who is laughing because you are paying a nickel more a square, does not get it and never will. You get four turns a year while he gets three, making your gross and net much higher than his.

Now here is the really great promise: If you do all of these things right, before long you can get the best trades and not pay more. How? Because you are so good, so organized, you schedule work so well, your people know their jobs, that the trades make more margin on your projects. That is the best of all worlds. I have seen it done too many times to deny the opportunity.

Are immunizations painful? Do flu shots hurt? Sure, but if you are smart, you are willing to endure some up-front pain to prevent debilitating sickness down the road. So toughen up, bite the bullet, and roll up your sleeves. This is your opportunity to turn the labor shortage into just one more competitive advantage.

Scott Sedam is president and founder of TrueNorth Development. His articles appear monthly in Professional Builder and his Lean Building Blog appears each Tuesday on www.HousingZone.com. Sedam welcomes your questions and feedback at scott@truen.com and encourages budding “Leanistas” to join the LeanBuilding Group on www.LinkedIn.com.
5:00 AM:
Carl Grace, president and owner of Grace HVAC, awakes right at 5 a.m., as always, even on a Monday morning after a busy weekend. No alarm necessary. After 30 years in the business, that and many other things are on automatic. Not so much for his son Jeff, a college sophomore-to-be majoring in, “I’m not sure yet.” Carl rouses him and says, “Be ready in 15 minutes.” Jeff is working in the warehouse this summer for Fred, a long-time employee. A former field installer whose knees can no longer take the climbing and ladder work, Fred knows how to get the loads organized and keep the inventory down to the “low end of insane.” Carl shakes his head just contemplating that. If only builders could learn how to schedule, manage their options and selections, and stop with the late change orders already—even half as well as his best builder Able Brothers Homes—Carl knows he could take the inventory down 50 percent. It hurts to just imagine the six-figure money that would save.

5:30 AM:
In the truck on the way to the shop, Carl thinks about everything on his plate today, which among many other things includes submitting final bids for two big projects that could fund half of next year. He had hoped to spend these morning drives with Jeff talking through business issues but Jeff, like most other 19-year-old college kids, had a long weekend himself and is already leaning against the door snoozing. When Jeff was small he followed Carl everywhere, wanting to be just like him. But after watching what his Dad went through during the housing crash, Jeff is not convinced HVAC is the right career, even as the heir-apparent. Carl is unsure as well. Jeff is a smart kid and could probably go any direction he desires, but the dream that Jeff will take over from Carl just as Carl did from his own father is on the sidelines for now. Carl’s wife Linda is adamant that Jeff make up his own mind so Carl plays it low-key.

* The story you are about to read is true. The names have been changed to protect both the innocent and the guilty.
5:50 AM:
Almost to the shop, Carl thinks through “the Jeff plan.” Fred keeps putting off having those knees replaced, and the delay will help with managing the warehouse this summer. But the surgery will come and Carl has no idea what he will do during Fred’s months of recuperation. Next summer Jeff will work with Tony, one of his best crew leaders and a great teacher for the young ones. The summer following, maybe in the office working with Rudy the estimator and Wanda, the fast-graying woman who spends all day, every day, chasing down POs, VPOs, plan errors, mistakes in options and selections, and God knows what else. He smiles just to think of Jeff having to deal with Wanda and what she calls her “stupid builder tricks.” Wanda is tough on them but somehow most of the builders maintain a grudging affection for her. Carl knows he’d be lost without Wanda. Would working with her turn Jeff off to the business forever? “We’ll see,” Carl says aloud softly as he passes the doughnut shop he finally weaned himself from. “We’ll just wait and see.”

6:00 AM:
After a quick stop in the darkened office to start the coffee, Carl and Jeff greet Fred as they walk into the warehouse. “You’re late!” That’s Fred, probably here since 5:00, getting things ready for the week. On the left side of the staging area Fred has five loads all together with a big green check on the pick list. Carl knows without looking those are for Able Brothers. They always have their orders submitted well in advance and exactly how Grace HVAC wants them. On the right side, Carl sees multiple pallets for McCain Properties, largely in disarray with multiple red question marks on the pick lists. Carl sighs. In between Able Brothers and McCain sits an assortment of loads for smaller builders, in various stages of readiness. “Hey, Junior,” Fred shouts. “Make copies of every one of those McCain pick sheets and meet Wanda when she walks through the door at 6:30.” Jeff hates being called Junior. He is named Carleton Geoffrey Grace III, but in addition to using his middle name, he has always insisted on spelling it “Jeff” instead of “Geoff.” Asserting his independence. “She’s gonna be real glad to see you this fine Monday morning, Junior!”

6:15 AM:
Back in his office now, Carl sits down to make the crew lineup. Every week he resolves to get this done on Sunday night and each week he puts it off until Monday morning. Why ruin a good weekend? Twelve crews now, quite a bit better than the five Grace HVAC dropped down to during the housing slump. Still far short though of the 20 crews they were running just before his dad, Carleton, retired. He was glad his parents moved permanently to their place in Florida before the business completely tanked. Carleton offered to come back and help, saying he’d even cut tin, but Carl refused to consider it—45 years of toil was quite enough for one man. As he looked down at his own hands he could easily see the difference between the scars earned during his early days in the business and the more recent ones. When Carl dropped out of college after two years, Carleton’s idea of penance for wasting the tuition money was to put Carl with the very worst crew leader, on the worst job, no matter what. The fact that Carl worked twice as hard to prove his worth over any other apprentice was carved across his hands and forearms. When Grace HVAC reached its low point and Carl returned to the field for two years to install equipment in addition to running the business, he was surprised how much he had missed the simple joy of building something well with his own hands. Carl frequently planned to get out there again and bash some tin with the guys, but the current growth and requisite headaches just didn’t allow it.
6:30 AM: Carl is jarred awake from his daydream as the back door slams open and Wanda’s chalkboard-scratching voice calls out, “Another week in the salt mines!” Fifteen minutes and the crew lineup is still blank. The guys would pull in any time now. The first ones were easy—the five best crews went to Able Brothers. No-brainer. The loads are ready and 100 percent correct. Each job ready for the guys when they arrive. Sites always clean. With Able’s detailed, site-specific plans, clear specifications with accurate options and selections, Grace HVAC got the bid right the first time and they could actually build what they bid exactly according to plan. That should not be rare, but that’s the reality. Able Brothers also gets Carl and his team together to review the new plans in the early stages, along with the framers and other mechanicals. The time saved when there are no mistakes, redos, and wasted trips cannot be overstated. Why can’t all builders operate this way? Well, Carl thought, they could, but only a couple actually did. And Able pays on time, every time, like clockwork.

Everything is different with the big multidivision builder, McCain Properties. Their plans stink. The PO’s are never 100 percent complete nor are they accurate, and their field supervisors seem to believe in a correlation between the decibels of their voices and effectiveness. Even worse is the quality of the framers that precede Grace HVAC in the house and the plumbers and electricians who follow. McCain’s new regional vice president of supply chain, fresh from one of the big box retail outfits, recently declared a new strategy of being the “low cost provider.” Yet it is evident that the only factor in his cost equation is bid price. The results are new suppliers, trades, and crews that Carl’s guys have never seen before. With bad plans to start with and trades that understand less, it’s a perfect storm. Whereas at Able Brothers, there is almost no trade damage. In the rare case that it happens, the trades and suppliers all know each other and work it out. At McCain projects, the situation escalates into a war. Carl cannot even recall the last time he saw a back-charge from Able Brothers and his anger rises as he eyes the stack from McCain on his desk, all of which he feels are unwarranted.

Grace is never invited to work upfront on McCain’s plans, let alone walk the first model at frame stage with the other trades. If they had, the chases would be in the right places, properly sized with virtually all conflicts and collisions with framing and other mechanicals eliminated in the beginning. McCain’s schedule is so jammed as a result of their lack of upfront detail work that you can virtually guarantee the plumbers and electricians are coming in on top of you—if, that is, the house is ready when you get there. And with that Carl begins to panic as it dawns on him that Gus, his faithful “scout,” is off on vacation this week. That means Carl will have to check the new jobs each afternoon to see if they are ready, something he never has to do with Able Brothers and a few other good locals. With McCain, it’s standard operating procedure.

“IF THEY WERE ONLY HALF AS GOOD AS THEIR EGO THEY’D BE TWICE AS GOOD AS THEY ARE.”

Scott Sedam is President of TrueNorth Development, an internationally known consulting and training firm based in the Detroit area. Scott welcomes your comments, questions, and feedback at scott@truen.com. Find Scott’s LeanBuilding Blog on www.ProBuilder.com or www.TrueN.com, where you will find archives of past articles. You can also join “The LeanBuilding Group” on www.linkedin.com.
6:45 AM:
A honk to open one of the warehouse doors tells Carl the first crew has arrived. Carl stagers them—four at 6:45, four at 7:00, four at 7:15—otherwise too many guys are just standing around. A few more good deals and he can install more doors and stage everything more efficiently. As much as McCain Properties drives him crazy, he needs their volume to fund his plans, which he hopes includes his son Jeff. “That’s the rub,” Carl thinks. McCain says they want five crews today, which would leave him only two for the loyal locals. Most of them are small fry, but they are great to work with, they look at more than just bid price and many began working with his dad years ago. How these guys love to tell stories about Carleton in the good old days. Now that Carl is older he finds it funny how sometimes they’d change a story or even stop in the middle of one, thinking they might divulge something Carl should not know. He loved those guys. They taught him as much about the business as his father did, and he hated to shortchange them. But McCain needs the crews and they will decide on his bid for 200 units this week. “This just sucks,” Carl says in a voice that he hopes no one else hears.

From the outer office he hears Wanda’s voice rise and the undeleted expletives flying. Carl half groans and half laughs at the thought of Jeff standing there, handing over the pick lists covered in red marks from Fred. “Those @$%!#$&@ McCains will be the death of me, I swear!” Wanda shrieks. “This is getting to be their standard freakin’ operating procedure! And do you know what’s even worse, Jeff? Well, do you?” Carl walks through the door just as Jeff is stammering, “Uhhhh...I hear they aren’t very nice?” “Nice?” Wanda replies incredulously, “Nice?! When I call them to straighten this mess out, they will act like complete jerks, as if it’s my fault they can’t draw plans, get simple specs right, get the options down, and quit letting their customers change them after the rough is finished! If your dad had half a brain, he’d tell those @$%!#$&@ to...”

“Good morning, Wanda. Nice weekend, dear?” Carl already knew what Wanda wanted him to do with the McCain account and thought it was time to let Jeff get back to relieve Fred’s aching knees.

“Why, yes, Mr. Grace,” Wanda said in a syrupy sweet voice, with artificial charm and a wink toward Jeff. “Thanks for asking, sir. If you will excuse me I need to call our dear friends at McCain Properties and see if I can help them from wasting any more of your son’s hard-earned inheritance.” Wanda drives Carl nuts half the time, but she knows the business and the clients inside out and is as near to irreplaceable as anyone he’d ever hired. While this is going on, Sherry, the company secretary, accountant, expediter, scheduler, and smoother-of-feelings-hurt-by-Wanda has settled in at her desk after snatching the crew assignment sheet from Carl as she walked by.

7:00 AM:
Sherry looks up at Carl. “Okay, crew numbers one to five for Able Brothers and I know who they are, but another five for the Evil Empire? Which five? And are you really going to stiff Yancy and Prestige today, not to mention Chuck Ellis and Nelson Polsby? “Just wait, Sherry,” Carl says and turns back toward Wanda’s desk. Before he can ask her, she sticks out two pick lists attached to McCain POs at arm’s length, holding them like they were dirty underwear. “These stink so bad even McCain cannot expect to see our guys on these jobs. Well, they will anyway but here’s your ammo, boss,” Wanda says.

“Alright, so let’s go with Chico, Ralph, and Ned for McCain, send the other four crews to our homies however you like, except for Nelson Polsby, don’t send Rick there, he doesn’t get along with Nelson’s superintendent. Push Prestige back ‘til Wednesday. Call in a favor.” Sherry looks up and says, “I think we’re all out of favors owed, boss, but I will make them an offer they cannot refuse.” Carl shakes his head and flees back to his office sanctuary, not even bothering to ask. It’s a few minutes after 7:00, the first trucks are just departing for the jobsites, and already things are in disarray—and most of the problems are due to one renegade builder. “If they were only half as good as their ego,” Carl thinks as he sits back down at his desk with his third cup of coffee, “they’d be twice as good as they are.” A lot of big decisions to make yet today, and he’s just getting started.

Coming in next month’s issue: “Grace Under Pressure—Part II.” PB
A protracted argument develops between Chico and Willy. Chico is not at all happy about one more McCain Properties job. “How about I go to Yancy’s project this week? I never get Able Brothers, so at least you could send me to someone else good instead of those McCain morons. Willy always gets the Yancy jobs, and those guys are a dream.” He had a point, but Chico was a junior guy and seemed to bear up to the abuse and insanity better than most of the older crew leaders. Besides, Willy was getting up there and had a hip Carl suspected was as bad as Fred the warehouse manager’s knees. All of Yancy’s homes were single story. “Please Chico,” Carl pleaded, “I need you on this one. You can handle them, and it means a lot to me. That’s important business for us.” Chico throws up his hands, “Alright, boss, that’s how you reward your best guy, give him the worst job. Whatever you say, but it’s wearing me out. And I think if you add up the cost of all the wasted trips on the McCain jobs, all the tear-outs and late changes, we probably aren’t making a dime. There’s always an extra trip and sometimes two.” Chico spun around and headed back to get the load as Carl calls out a sincere, “Thanks, Chico,” wondering if he is right about the profit. “Smart kid,” Carl thought. “ Probably have his own shop someday, and sooner than later if I don’t do something.”

As the last van pulls onto the highway, Carl’s eyes wander across the big GRACE HVAC logo with the “Grace under pressure” motto written in cursive script underneath it. Corny as hell. Carleton, his retired father, told everyone that the idea came to him while sitting in church, singing “Amazing Grace.” How could he just ignore that? What the heck, people brought it up all the time. Didn’t that marketing guru from Florida say, “Half of marketing is just getting people to talk about you.” So maybe it worked? Carl looks at his watch. The day was just beginning, and he was already exhausted, but here comes Wanda on the warpath. “Boss! You wanna hear what those idiots from McCain just told me?”
All crews are now out at long last and Wanda has calmed down. They sit down and go over the damage from McCain Properties. Grace HVAC has spent long days pricing packages with different-sized compressors, air handlers, multiple zone systems, humidifiers, even high-velocity systems, according to McCain specifications. That’s how Grace does its bidding. The problem is, as it has been ever since the downturn, the specs change constantly. McCain regularly adds and deletes options and requests non-standard options with no regard for the impact on Grace, always wanting the lowest price right now. One woman had even asked for an eight-zone forced-air system because her sister had seven-zones on a hot water baseboard system, so why not? We have to price that out? Really? Can’t McCain just teach their salespeople that sometimes saying “no” in a nice way is the very best option?

Hal from McCain and Wanda are mixing it up again, and Hal calls Carl directly to complain. Somewhat to Carl’s surprise, Hal backs right down when Carl suggests that they review the two rejected jobs line-by-line. Hal even acknowledges that Wanda is just doing her job. “So what’s the real problem, Hal? Help me!” Hal then unloads on Carl, but not about Grace. Hal is at his wit’s end about the decisions coming out of the McCain corporate office. They keep dictating options and selections as if all McCain customers were exactly the same, buying identical product, none of which is true. “You won’t believe this, Carl, they just demanded we get our labor rates down to within 10 percent of the Southern divisions. Everyone knows that is simply impossible up here. Hell, they know it, too. They just delight in messing with us. And look, I can get in a lot of trouble for telling you this, but you always bust your can for us, and there is something you need to know.” Carl wants to know, but then again, he doesn’t. This cannot possibly be a good thing. “Wait a minute, Hal, I appreciate you wanting to help, but I don’t want you to get into trouble on my account. That big Phase II project bid is due in tomorrow and if you tell me something that could affect that, well, somebody may figure it out.” A long silence ensues. “Carl, look,” another long pause, then Hal just blurts out, “I have a totally reliable source at corporate that says they are writing a supplier national deal with WhisperTemp and kicking General Heat to the curb. Everybody, and I mean everybody, will have to change. I know this is going to screw you up big time.”

Carl’s bad day just got worse. “You have got to be kidding, Hal. You know WhisperTemp equipment has never been good in a cold climate and even down South, their compressors have the worst failure rate in the industry!” Carl thinks about the long relationship with General, begun by his father. He has relied on them for the very best equipment and advice since his apprentice days. They are usually competitive, price-wise, but never the cheapest. Yet no one can argue with the quality of General’s equipment or their warranty. “Carl, I just want you to know that I fought it. Rumor is we will be buying air handlers and compressors direct. Grace will just get labor, ductwork, maybe thermostats, and the odds and ends.”

Carl’s mind is racing now. How can the McCain corporate purchasing guys be so blind? “Hal, you know WhisperTemp’s local distributor is primarily a commercial business. His market is two-story swamp-coolers on top of hospitals, schools, and office buildings. What will your home-office boys say when your schedule falls apart because the local distribution is just not there?”
10:15 AM:

The conversation with Hal continues until after 10. Hal explains that the corporate guys claim all the distribution issues are solved. It is a waste of time to fight it. Is Carl willing to take Grace down that road? He has heard this is an emerging trend, but what little direct-buying Carl has seen has mostly evaporated during the housing recession. How much can McCain really save, Carl wonders? $500 per house? Maybe $750? But what will the inevitable schedule delays cost? Of course, the corporate purchasing bonus probably has nothing to do with schedule and everything to do with showing a bottom-line reduction in hard cost, however brief. Doubtful that warranty cost and the inevitable customer dissatisfaction is figured in, either. Whatever, Hal’s message hits Carl hard. Will all of the work on this bid be a waste of time 30 days from now?

12:30 PM:

The ensuing two hours are busy with visits from Carl’s insurance broker and the commercial contractor who comes to talk about the new loading and staging areas. Carl has to concentrate on what they are saying, working hard to fight back thinking about what Hal from McCain had said. Now Carl sits in a corner booth at Maroon’s, his little brother Ted’s favorite restaurant. Carl admires Ted, a popular local attorney, and still wonders if Ted’s aversion to pipes and ducts and compressors was perhaps a gift. Well, staying out of the business was the right thing for his brother, for sure, and as a mostly absentee minority owner, Carl could not ask for a better counselor. In fact, Carl feels that Ted’s advice in their monthly lunches is so good in large part because he is not involved in the business directly day-to-day. Ted can step back, consider the big picture, and what comes out is usually logical, if not always practical.

After only a few formalities catching up on family and friends, Ted finds himself listening to a full-on litany of McCain Properties’ crimes against Grace HVAC. Carl recounts the constantly changing specifications, mystery options, late change orders, and lost schedule days resulting in continual scouting trips to determine if jobs are ready. Then the brothers talk through the implications of the impending bid. Ted is a good listener but, in due time, raises his hand in a stop motion and says in a surprisingly forceful tone, “Carl, I don’t think you are making a dime on the McCain business. Have you measured that? Have you thought that through?” When Carl asks Ted if he had gotten a call from Chico, his rather hot-headed but superbly capable installer, his brother just gives him a blank look. “Sorry, bad joke, but it seems Wanda, Chico, you, and everyone else thinks I am losing money with McCain.” With that, Carl then tells Ted about the situation with WhisperTemp versus General Heating. Ted responds, “You’ve got half a day until that bid is due. You’d better think hard on this.”
4:00 PM:  
Carl asks everyone to come into his office. He gives them all marking pens and a question: “What do our builders do that make us profitable or unprofitable? Indicate everything you agree with, with a plus. Everything you disagree with a minus. Then list whatever I missed. You have until 4:30, then we’re going to spend 30 minutes discussing it together.” “But what about the bids?” Wanda asks. Carl freezes her with a raised hand. “I’ll call both McCain and Able right now and tell them I will hand-deliver their bids by 10 tomorrow morning. You get to work.”

5:45 PM:  
The spirited discussion goes on for well over an hour and two things that come out really surprise Carl. The first is how much his people agree. The second is how everyone seems to understand the reality of the situation better than he does. No one believes that the McCain Properties business is profitable at the current bid price. Carl sees three options. First, to keep his bid as it is and hope the WhisperTemp versus General thing just turns out to be a rumor. Second, raise his bid by the 5 percent he needs just to break even and hope for the best with McCain. The third option is to just walk and not bid at all. Carl has never truly considered it, convinced that he needs the volume to keep everyone busy and to maintain his own buying power. Yet as they wrap up, it is his son Jeff who makes the most compelling observation. “I’ve been listening to you all for the last month, and it seems pretty clear to me. For about the same volume as Able Brothers, McCain takes about 50 percent more time in the field. For our staff, it’s like three or four times as much. So if we drop McCain, we can both do a better job with our current customers and develop new ones that will be profitable.” From the mouths of babes ...

6:00 PM:  
This drive home is different. Jeff is animated, talking about everything he has heard and observed in the past month. Carl is stunned. Jeff had been paying attention all along, far more that he imagined. As they pull into the driveway, Jeff asks Carl what the decision is. “Let’s sleep on it, Jeff, and during the drive in tomorrow, we’ll make the decision—together.”

Scott Sedam is President of TrueNorth Development, an internationally known consulting and training firm based in the Detroit area. Scott welcomes your comments, questions, and feedback at scott@truen.com. Find Scott’s LeanBuilding Blog on www.ProBuilder.com or www.TrueN.com, where you will find archives of past articles. You can also join “The LeanBuilding Group” on www.linkedin.com.
A TRADE DEVELOPMENT MANIFESTO

WILL HOME BUILDERS FIDDLE WHILE CRITICAL RESOURCES BURN?
TRY TO IMAGINE: The U.S. auto industry, quickly emerging from a slump rivaling the one experienced by its home-building brethren, is set to grow by another million units in 2014, except for one problem—a worldwide steel shortage. Steel, next to healthcare, is the No. 1 cost component in auto-making. Aluminum and plastic have their roles, but steel rules for frames, body panels, and engine blocks. So how do the automakers respond to this shortage? Half complain bitterly about the inevitable price hikes while the other half ignores the problem, hoping somehow it will go away.

TRY TO IMAGINE: A new meta-study with irrefutable data emerges and links manufactured nitrogen-based fertilizers to a plethora of environmental disasters and personal health calamities, so much that Congress is forced to ban them. These are by far the most-used fertilizers in North America (although almost unheard of before WWII). Crop yields per acre will drop by more than 50 percent. What does the agricultural industry do in the face of this debacle? Absolutely nothing.

TRY TO IMAGINE: The oil business discovers it is about to run out of crude for refining. Wait! We've been through that one. During the ’70s, the commonly held belief was that we had no more than 50 years supply left, and a global cataclysm was inevitable. Yet today those predictions seem laughable. We have so many sources of not just traditional oil but of rapidly emerging alternative fuels. The pundits were not lying; they simply based their predictions on the known science at the time and could not fathom the quantum advances made in the decades since. Twice as much horsepower on half the fuel and virtually no emissions? Airliners with triple the seat-miles-per-pound of Jet A? HVAC units with 95 SEER ratings? CFL and now LED lighting? Net-zero energy homes? Such things could not have been imagined. But these changes did not happen as a result of scientists and engineers sitting on their fannies moaning about the good old days of $0.25/gallon fuel and no regulators to tell you how to get oil out of the ground, ship it, and refine it. Nor did they just plow ahead, business as usual, hoping things would get better. It took commitment, imagination, money, and a lot of hard work to get from there to here.

NOW IMAGINE: One of the largest U.S. industries, a top contributor to GNP and perennial harbinger of economic fortune (or misfortune), discovers that the largest overall component in their product is seriously eroding, both in quantity and quality. They have a tough time finding it and when they do, the price is higher than the month before. The results include costly schedule delays, increases in direct cost, and compromised product quality, amounting to reduced profit for the industry and greater risk for the investors. Nothing about this shortage will get better soon. We are talking, of course, about home building and the critical labor shortage we face. So what is the home building industry doing about it? Despite the sporadic efforts here and there by a few enlightened organizations, when we consider the magnitude of the problem the conclusion is unavoidable. We—the home building industry—are doing virtually nothing.

THE COLLEGE CON

I recall vividly 15 years ago when my oldest son attended his first college night at the local high school. Every private and public school in Michigan was there, along with many from the neighboring states. Everyone was nervous and excited, most students and parents having drunk the academic Kool-Aid that the college that accepted you not only determined your career, but also whether you should bother consuming oxygen on the planet. I stood in a corner watching the frenzy; the students like bees flitting from flower to flower as they toured the booths with their smiling representatives. The school principal, Ted, soon sought out the same corner to escape the fray.

Ted asked what I thought of the event. Impressive, I told him, but I wondered why DeVry Tech and Wayne County Vocational and Technical College were not represented, not to mention the Army, Navy, Air Force, and Marines. Ted sighed, shook his head, and acknowledged that they should be and he understood my point, then added, “See Jason Collins over there, standing at the Eastern Michigan Booth? Not much for traditional school work, but I hired him for my yard last summer and he was amazing. He cut the grass, but he also fixed the sprinkler system, the mower, the trimmer, the overhead.
garage door, and my bicycle. That kid can do anything mechanical, and fast. His parents are pushing him to get some kind of IT degree. I just can’t see him in a cubicle staring at a monitor writing code all day. Now let’s say Wayne County Voc-Tech was here, and he went home tonight and said, ‘Mom! Dad! I’m going to be a heating and air technician!’ Jason might be happier, more productive, and probably make more money being an HVAC guy, but tomorrow his parents would be in my office raising hell.” I told Tom that although I understood his dilemma, he should invite the trade schools anyway and deal with the flak. “One thing his parents aren’t considering,” I suggested, “is that it’s damn hard to outsource the installation or repair of a furnace.”

That year, out of my son’s senior class of 347 graduates, 335 went to college—97 percent. When I graduated from high school it was about 10 percent. I grant you that 10 percent was not nearly enough, but what portion of my son’s class should have gone to college and what percent would have been far better off, and happier, learning a trade, a technical skill, or going into the military and picking up some expertise there? We and our kids hear it preached constantly that the answer to health, happiness, and success is “College, college, college!” Politicians harp continually about programs to help kids pay tuition at colleges and universities, but they rarely give trade or technical schools so much as an afterthought. Kids are leaving college today with iffy job prospects and incredible loads of tuition debt. And former sure-things like law school have become a standing joke, with law graduates suing their schools for grossly misrepresenting employment opportunities. Meanwhile, the building industry, along with production and maintenance businesses of all types, scream for skilled trades and qualified superintendents.

BLUE COLLAR OR BLUE RIBBON?

What happened that got so many thinking that being a tradesman or mechanic is somehow a lower-order vocation than being a programmer, or sales manager, or accountant? The former are coming out of school making more money than the latter in most cases, and without the mountain of debt that may take 10 or 20 years to repay. With a trade or technical skill and any entrepreneurial talent, it is quite easy to grab your cell phone, put a sign on your truck, and get started. One good friend of mine, an electrical contractor, went straight to the steel mills after high school and learned the electrical trade. By 30, he started his own shop. Younger than me, he owns property in four states free and clear, including two vacation homes, and pretty much does whatever he wants. What does he know that I don’t? It is impossible to address this problem without noting the current political climate toward immigration. The “Build bigger fences and throw them back” crowd gets the most airtime, and they wear their xenophobia as a badge of honor. George W. Bush tried hard to strike an immigration reform deal and was torn apart by his own party. Obama has pushed it but, despite a bipartisan agreement in the Senate and clear support (in polls) from the American public, it appears at this writing that the House will once again ignore the issue as 2013 closes. States such as Arizona and Alabama recently enacted laws that some believe are fair, and others consider draconian, but without question negatively impact the trade base. The reality is that immigrant labor, documented or otherwise, dominates foundation, flatwork, masonry, framing, drywall, and landscaping, and is a significant factor in roofing, siding, insulation, and flooring, among others. The last time I wrote about this subject I received a load of genuine hate mail, just for suggesting we do something about it. I don’t have an easy solution, but I do know we cannot continue on the path we’re on if we want to grow this industry effectively and efficiently. Doing nothing, or hoping someone else does, is a lousy strategy for success.

TOUGH QUESTIONS

Where is the leadership from the national builders? Why aren’t the presidents of our biggest companies demanding congressional action on immigration policy in the short term and for vocational/technical development right after? This is one issue where we can get at least some bipartisan support. Can you, the national builders, really afford to just accept the lack of trades as a given, a problem that will somehow work itself out? There were Congressional hearings on the problem in April and June, yet I heard nothing about these until I specifically researched the issue. NAHB chairman Rick Judson, a private builder from Charlotte, testified in April: “Despite our efforts to recruit and train American workers through the HBI Job Corps program and other programs, our industry faces a very real impediment to full recovery if work is delayed or even
canceled due to worker shortages. A new, workable visa pro-
gram would complement our skills-training efforts within
the nation’s borders, and fill the labor gaps needed to meet
the nation’s housing needs.”

Ed Martin, president of both Austin-based Tilson Homes
and the Texas Association of Home Builders, addressed the
trade labor shortage issue in a June hearing. “With congres-
sional attention shifting to immigration reform, I believe
strongly that this debate provides an important opportu-

nity for the country to implement a new market-based visa
system that would allow more immigrants to legally enter
the construction workforce each year,” Martin said. Great,
but if there were any national builders involved, I could not
find a record of it. So I call on the national builders to step
up, put up some funding, form an industry-wide joint com-
mission working with the NAHB, and attack this head-on. You
have the most to lose, after all.

MORE LEADERSHIP REQUIRED

Are we seeing enough leadership from the National
Association of Home Builders? Testimony at Congressional
hearings is important and support for immigration reform is
critical, but immigration reform is stalled in the House. So why
is NAHB not actively engaging its 140,000 members to write
our Congressional representatives? Ed Judson testified about
NAHB’s efforts to develop trades. The Home Builders Institute
(HBI) is a marvelous program primarily engaged in bringing at-
risk youth to building careers, but I had hardly heard about it
until doing research for this article. On their website I see calls
for mentors, but found almost nothing about involvement at
the builder level. There should be builders participating in ev-
ery city. The HBI, though, is a very small part of the solution.
NAHB must take the leadership role through the local BIAs
and HBAs and get involved locally on the specific issue of trade
development. Imagine the impact if just 10 percent of NAHB
members saw this as their responsibility and took action.

I also have to ask, where are the manufacturers and sup-
pliers on the issue of trade labor shortages? Perhaps there is
more going on than I know, but I haven’t seen it written up.
I’d be pleased to hear from those who have accepted the chal-

leng. How about the manufacturers of HVAC, plumbing fix-
tures, electrical equipment, windows, siding, lumber, and en-
gineered wood products, among others? Just producing good

instructions and hoping someone out there will install your
product correctly is not enough. Are you actively supporting
the recruitment of good people to the trades? That’s called
risk management in my book.

Shouldn’t this challenge be front-page news, with some-
ting on it every time you open NAHB.org? On that front, the
building industry media does not get a pass. Both Builder and
Professional Builder and their companion websites should re-
port on our progress or lack thereof, featuring constructive
efforts to develop trades on a regular basis. For my mon-
ey—and the builders”—it’s far more important than one
more review of merchandising do’s and don’ts.

FACE THE FACTS

So take a hard look at yourself and your company. Face the
brutal facts. We have a crisis and, unless you consider simply
outbidding your competitors a good solution, we need to attack
it. I ask you to send me specific examples of how you and your
company are encouraging the development of trade contrac-
tors. Have you gone to the job fairs? College nights? Have you
established a relationship with the voc-tech schools? Have you
sat down with your trade contractors and asked how you can
specifically help them recruit and keep solid people, the kind
we need to build our homes? Are you working with HBI locally?
Let me write about that here and hold those stories up for the
industry to see. We need great examples to inspire builders,
suppliers, and even high school principals to action.

As an industry, if we pulled together on this issue, we could
make a positive impact in 12 months and change the entire
picture within five years. My imaginings at the beginning of
this article were absurd, weren’t they? There is no way the
automotive, agricultural, or oil businesses would just sit back
and do nothing in the face of a crisis threatening their great-
est resource. So why is the home building industry behaving
so absurdly? Let’s fix this. Now. PB

Scott Sedam is President of TrueNorth Development, an interna-
tionally known consulting and training firm based in the Detroit
area. Scott welcomes your comments, questions, and feedback at
scott@truen.com. Check out Scott’s LeanBuilding Blog on www.
ProBuilder.com or www.TrueN.com, where you will find archives of
past articles. To keep up with the latest on Lean Building & Design,
Managing the Coming Labor Shortage

By Scott Sedam, Contributing Editor

A labor shortage is looming and the only thing more bothersome than the potential calamity itself is the industry’s unwillingness to do anything about it. What is now merely a spot shortage in many locations has the potential to become a genuine crisis that drives up cost, lengthens schedules, and undermines quality.

Following our six-year housing recession, easily the worst since the Great Depression, trades left the industry in droves. For most trades, there was no work, and for what work existed, they struggled to work profitably as the industry went in search of the bottom for labor rates. That was a natural economic phenomenon, and a strong argument can be made that for housing prices, material cost, and labor rates alike, the mechanism had to be reset. As one of my old mentors, Dave Ebling, always warned, “Volume covers a multitude of sins. When the growth stops, you’ll find out the baby’s ugly.”

The go-go years of excess stemming from what seemed like never-ending growth produced a super-sized nursery full of ugly babies. Money came easy for developers, builders, and consumers alike, and from the early 1990s to 2006, cost was a second-order concern as the game became who could build the most, the fastest. Profits flowed from land appreciation, sales price inflation, and volume growth — not the house itself. When the fall came in 2006, it arrived with unprecedented speed and severity. By 2007, it had extended to virtually every market in the country. As many as half of all home builders were wiped out. I have yet to see estimates for trade contractors, but they had it just as bad, if not worse.

Now, as housing markets all across the country come back to life, we are hearing about labor shortages. A central Florida builder wrote me a few weeks ago how a bidding war had broken out for framers and drywall contractors in the area. I’ve also heard of shortages in many Texas cities recently, and just last week in both Nashville and Charlotte.

One builder told me he is not concerned because “they will show up again,” but I think that assumption is both naïve and risky. Who will show up? What skills and experience will they possess? Considering that pretty much the only thing we get from politicians is how they are going to make it more difficult for non-citizens to enter this country, this situation suggests dire consequences for home building. Yet, no one is talking about it. Send me an email if I missed it, but I have not read a word about this issue in the industry magazines or from NAHB.

The reality is, Hispanic-origin workers make up a large portion of crews in concrete forming, finishing, framing, drywall, and landscaping, and are significant in a number of other trades. Talk to any owners of these trade contractors and they will tell you that they simply don’t get many non-Hispanics seeking work. As states pass more legislation to aggressively pursue document checking of such workers, increase enforcement, and deportation, it all gets worse. So what’s going to happen?

I see three choices. First, leave it alone and let the bidding wars begin — not a very Lean approach but a rather interesting concept; let the free-market economy dictate the allocation of the workforce, which is somewhere between significantly and predominately illegal (no one knows for sure). Second, raise wages to the level where non-immigrants are attracted to these trades. I will let you all ruminate on the implications of that one, but it would sure get builders fired up on the issue. Third, initiate a “guest worker” program that allows non-citizen workers to get here legally, and stay here while legitimately employed.

Before you brand me a flaming lefty just for simply suggesting option No. 3, I am a passionate member of the “Party of the Totally Disenfranchised,” and on any given day I can be just as disgusted by the Democrats as I am by the Republicans. So don’t start with the emails on that, please. What I am raising is an issue that has the potential to go nuclear and mess with a lot of the efforts builders have made over the past six years to become truly efficient. It plays well on TV and radio these days for politicians to proclaim, in so many words, their intention to throw “those people” back across the border while no one engages in serious consideration of the consequences for our industry and many others, including hospitality, healthcare, and food processing, to name just a few.

The problem is that politicians on both sides of the aisle...
LABOR SHORTAGE
won’t touch the issue, being the proverbial political third rail. The Right, by and large, rails against anything suggesting a non-resident set foot in this country, even if it is to pick crops, dig ditches, or clean up after old folks in retirement homes — jobs that our own citizens don’t seem to want to do. Remember what happened when George W. Bush suggested a guest worker program? He was promptly skewered by his own party.

And on the Left? These politicians bow to union opposition to guest worker programs because organized labor sees these workers as a threat, even though they take jobs that are rarely, if ever, unionized. In the end, virtually all politicians are completely gutless to raise the issue, because to suggest some process to allow non-citizens to work in this country will promptly get you labeled by pundits on websites, blogs, TV, and radio as un-American and a hater of freedom, democracy, and probably your own mother — all by nightfall.

Meanwhile, take heart. There is a fourth option for those few builders who possess the mental fortitude to immunize themselves from labor shortages. Here are 10 specific avenues to pursue. We’ll go into greater detail on each of these in the November issue.

1. Lean the plans. A very thorough plan review with suppliers and trades to establish every important detail is essential to reducing time and communication burdens for all parties. That helps earn you “most favored builder” status.

2. Lean the product. We have yet to see a house at any price point that cannot be simplified. Along with making it easier and quicker to build for the trades, the added bonus is reduced cost, enabling you to pay more for labor.

3. Lean the process. Form a few small groups of your trades and your own staff and ask for no-tears answers to this question: How can Ace Homes be easier to do business with? Then do it.

4. Learn to schedule. In a perfect world, we’d go straight to No. 5, but all six of TrueNorth’s consultants spend the great majority of their time in the field and each reports the art and science of scheduling, with a few notable exceptions, has deteriorated significantly during the housing recession. The negative impact on the trades is huge.

5. Lean the schedule. Presuming you have developed basic scheduling competence, now eliminate all the wasted time and effort. Start with the elimination of wasted or otherwise unnecessary trips, something the builder predominately controls.

6. Lean the suppliers and trades. The right number of suppliers and trades is almost always less than you have, and when facing labor shortages, the best strategy is to sole-source trades that will treat you as their No. 1 builder. This works if, and only if, you find the right trades with established financial strength and all the other factors of maintaining quality, delivery, schedule, and service.

7. Develop the supplier-trade relationships. A bright 30-something builder recently said to me, “We don’t really treat our trades all that well.” In most markets, that will be a prescription for disaster. Now is the time to develop and deepen trade relationships to the degree that you are without question, the builder of choice.

8. Componentize wherever possible. If you were not sure that trusses and panels made sense in the past, that calculation will likely change. You may find the same for stairs and door assemblies. Anything that can be done offsite, consider it.

9. Develop the trades. When was the last time you participated in any event at a local vocational-technical school? When was the last time your local HBA/BIA got involved in a plan for trade development? If Ford saw their workforce frittering away and more and more barriers being raised to finding more workers, what would they do?

10. Get politically involved (to legitimize the workforce). If builders and the NAHB don’t start raising Cane about labor shortages and campaigning for a legitimate, controlled, well-managed guest-worker program, who will? Of all the industries affected, we may have the most to lose.

It is eminently predictable that neither Obama nor Romney will touch this issue in any substantive way during this election campaign. The pundits won’t bring it up, needing more time to rant about more important issues like birth certificates and tax returns. Perhaps someone will take a stand in your state and local elections, but what’s needed is Federal-level resolution. This is not a Left or Right issue. For us, it is a home building issue — the proverbial “elephant in the room” — and we’d better start pressuring our political leaders to do something about it. If not, I predict within a year there will be a lot more pain, gnashing of teeth, and blame-tossing as the trade shortages exacerbate and we all wonder what hit us.

If you have strong feelings about this labor issue (or better yet, solutions to the problem), please email me at scott@truen.com.

Scott Sedam is president and founder of TrueNorth Development. His articles appear monthly in Professional Builder and his Lean Building Blog appears each Tuesday on www.HousingZone.com. Sedam welcomes your questions and feedback at scott@truen.com and encourages building “Leanistas” to join the LeanBuilding Group on www.LinkedIn.com.
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In response to Scott Sedam’s discussions of the coming labor shortage in America, Professional Builder readers sound off on both sides of the debate.

**By Scott Sedam, Contributing Editor**

In 2012, I wrote two articles about our industry’s most serious labor issue. The first, "Managing the Coming Labor Crisis" (Professional Builder October 2012), surfaced the problem, stating that although it cried out for resolution, both presidential candidates were hamstrung by their constituencies, and that we’d not be hearing about it in the debates and campaign speeches. I was right about that, but it took neither clairvoyance nor genius to predict. The second article, "The 10-Step Immunization Plan" (PB November 2012), laid out specific steps builders can take to insulate themselves from the labor shortage and concluded with an appeal to adopt a workable guest-worker program.

I received a lot of email from these two articles — some pro, some con, and some more aptly described as caustic. Yet even in a couple of the letters that I did not like, strong points were made that deserve airing. What follows are two of the most passionate responses.

**Great article Scott! You hit the nail on the head. A strong guest-worker program is exactly what we need. As a gringo living part time in Mexico for the last 16 years, I’ve come to intimately understand the Mexican psyche. Unfortunately, Americans in general have it all wrong. Mexicans love their way of life and their country, and if given the option would rather live in Mexico. There are too many hoops to jump through and not enough visas to meet the demand. That’s our fault, not theirs. If a straightforward and quick-to-process guest-worker program was in place it would get used. No one I’ve talked with south of the border wants to cross illegally. They’ve heard the stories. The money is good, but from their point of view life is hard and expensive in the U.S. They want to make their money and return to their families. But until we get over the notion that everyone south wants to come here and stay permanently, I’m afraid we won’t make much headway with the American public.**

**How many myths does this shatter?**

I concede it is just one letter from an architect in the Southwest, but few of us have lived part-time in Mexico for 16 years and gotten the information first-hand. Would you rather believe pundits on TV and talk radio whose pay is directly commensurate with the amount of hysteria they generate?

In the past six years, my firm has had more than 2,500 supplier and trade firms participate in our Lean process implementations with more than 70 builders in 30 states. More than 300 of these firms are either Latino-owned or had Latino workers or managers in these small-team Lean sessions. That is a sizeable sample, and I can report that our facilitators have found the Latino workforce reliable, hard working, and willing to go the extra mile to help the builder improve. They are seen as nothing but assets.

Now let’s hear from a passionate anti-guest-worker writer. Some of the conclusions he reaches about my personal beliefs miss the mark considerably,
yet he makes some compelling points, most of which I have spent a lot of time contemplating and several of which I advocate, as well.

Scott, I read your article, “Managing the Coming Labor Shortage.” Although you listed what you believed were the choices of “letting the bidding wars begin, or raising wages to attract non-illegal alien labor, or instituting a guest-worker program,” it was obvious from the tone of your article that you believe that increased enforcement of illegal immigration is bad, as it would lead to decimating the construction labor force that you believe is primarily made up of illegal aliens.

If your premise is correct — that a large percentage of the construction work force is made up of illegals and that they take these jobs because no American citizens will and that we should simply figure out a way to perpetuate this condition — I have to ask: What are you thinking? You are saying that we should let illegal aliens have these construction jobs because they will work for less money than an American citizen. Where does this notion of, “It’s okay to violate the immigration laws because we need access to cheap labor,” stop?

We are told that our produce will rot in the fields if we don’t have “cheap” (i.e., illegal immigrant) labor to harvest it. You tell us our buildings won’t get built unless we have “cheap” labor to build them. Our electronics manufacturers outsource their customer service call centers to India because of the “cheap” labor. We send our scrapped electronics to India to be dismantled for the rare earth and other metals they contain, because they will do the work without regard for the health or safety of the workforce or the pollution of their air, water, or land the operation creates.

With 25 million Americans out of work and God knows how many on food stamps or unemployment, don’t tell me if an American citizen had to choose between picking peaches, pouring concrete, or starvation or homelessness, that they wouldn’t take those jobs. The problem is our government has perpetuated an entitlement populace and needs to turn a blind eye to illegal immigration because someone has to get the work done.

Why don’t we have “shop” classes in our high schools any longer? Where have all the trade schools gone? Somewhere along the line, our children were told that if they want to get their piece of the American Dream, then they had to be educated. They were told to go to college and get advanced degrees if they really want the best shot at success. I’ve seen it happen in just three generations: Somehow working with your hands has become menial work and not equal to the stature of an “educated” person with a degree.

My immigrant grandfather made his way in this country as a carpenter. His son, my dad, didn’t go to college; he carried on the tradition as a builder. But he wanted more for his
sons and pushed my brother and I to attend college. I stuck it out in college for a couple of years, but I felt most rewarded by what I could create with my hands and my mind and came back to carpentry and building. I have been in the construction industry for over 50 years and have never thought of my endeavor as menial. I passed the same attitude about the value of work to my son and grandsons, and they are all in construction.

If we close our borders to illegal immigration and we reinstitute a “work to eat” attitude in our society instead of one of governmental entitlement and handouts, I believe we can get our produce picked, our buildings built, and our customer service calls answered by American citizens once again. Will there always be a pecking order of sorts when it comes to the value of work performed for the compensation received? Certainly. But that is no reason to lower the standards for all manual labor work. Will a picker of produce be valued as highly as an electrician? Will a housekeeper in a hotel be valued as highly as a skilled mason? Will a person who mows lawns and prunes bushes be valued as highly as an auto mechanic? Probably not. But that does not mean these jobs have no value.

What is needed in this country isn’t more “cheap” labor, it is a reaffirmation of the value and status of being a proficient tradesman.

On face value, I cannot argue with many of the points this writer makes. I too have argued, both as a writer and as a presenter, that the loss of respect afforded to the construction trades is a travesty. I have complained about politicians pushing college, college, and more college without mentioning trade and technical schools. I have badgered my local high school principal about having slots for 50 universities on college night, yet not one for the local vocational-tech school. And I am certainly not saying that a total disregard of immigration laws and opening the border gates is any kind of alternative. Finally, when I see the continued abuse of welfare and most recently food stamps, I too wonder what is wrong with our system.

On a practical basis, however, I do not see his plan working. I have heard many business owners describe their inability to attract the “traditional Caucasian worker” to fair-paying jobs in the trades, while having Latino workers lined up, ready, and willing to work their tails off to provide for their families. If we could totally secure the borders and cut off all welfare and food stamp programs, would it change? Would the current recipients be willing to pick tomatoes, clean up after seniors in a nursing home, and haul bundles of shingles up a ladder? The truth is, the base-level jobs have always been done by immigrants in this country — legal or illegal. I don’t see a wholesale change in the laws coming, and we have clearly demonstrated the porosity of our borders to people of great determination.

The answer? Both writers make great observations and salient points, and I expressed sincere appreciation to each and all the others who emailed me after the first two articles. However, I do not think our country has either the time or the patience to turn back the clock and re-create the conditions for “plan 2.” I thus still conclude that the guest-worker program is the only practical alternative. In just the past few weeks, both President Obama and the Republican leadership have acknowledged the need and indicated a willingness to work on immigration reform. Perhaps 2013 will see some genuine progress on this critical issue.

Note: If you would like copies of my three articles on the trade shortage in a PDF, email me at scott@truen.com.

Scott Sedam is president and founder of TrueNorth Development. His articles appear monthly in Professional Builder and his Lean Building Blog appears each Tuesday on www.HousingZone.com. Sedam welcomes your questions and feedback at scott@truen.com and encourages budding “Leanistas” to join the LeanBuilding Group on www.Linkedin.com.